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u DHL Global Forwarding rolls out new flight.
With a sharp focus on meeting demand from its
shipper customers in the technology, manufacturing,
life sciences and healthcare sectors, DHL Global
Forwarding recently introduced a bi-weekly airfreight
charter that connects Asia Pacific to Europe and the
United States. This is the most recent example of DHL
rolling out specialized charters since the beginning of
the COVID-19 pandemic, with 28 flights having been
announced globally. The company said that this charter, which is managed by StarBroker, the company’s
in-house charter team, originates from Chongqing,
China, and flies to Amsterdam; Chicago; and Incheon,
South Korea, before returning to China. DHL said this
flight was developed with demands of life sciences
and the healthcare sectors being top of mind.

u Amazon to bring on 100,000 new jobs. Seattlebased global e-commerce giant Amazon said it would
be bringing on 100,000 new, full- and part-time jobs
in its operations network, in the United States and
Canada. What’s more, Amazon added that it opened
up 100 new operations buildings in September,
including fulfillment centers, delivery stations, sortation centers, and other sites, with many of the new
jobs being based out of these new, state-of-the-art
buildings. The Amazon announcement, as well as
notices from UPS and FedEx to bring on large numbers of seasonal help, does not come as a surprise.
According to the companies, consumers are itching
to get their holiday shopping going, driven by pent-up
demand. In turn, Amazon and the major parcel carriers need to increase staff counts to handle the holiday
crunch—otherwise referred to as peak season.

u Transplace acquires LeanCor. Dallas-based
Transplace, a non asset-based third-party logistics
services provider, said it has acquired Florence, Ky.based LeanCor, a provider of end-to-end and supply
chain solutions, training, and consulting. This marks
the third acquisition made by Transplace in 2020. In
January, it acquired Lanehub, a Cloud-based platform
community focused on shipper-carrier collaboration
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by automatically identifying and connecting companies with complementary freight lanes to save on
shipping expenses. And in June it acquired ScanData
Systems, a provider of parcel transportation management solutions. Transplace CEO Frank McGuigan told
Logistics Management that LeanCor was in alignment
with the key strategic driver of Transplace, which is to
continue to advance its technology and service offerings through both innovation and acquisitions.

u Charleston is big-ship ready. Last month, the
South Carolina Port Authority celebrated the arrival
of the biggest container ship to ever call the U.S.
East Coast, the CMA CGM Brazil, making Charleston
the last U.S. port of call before it heads overseas.
The CMA CGM Brazil can carry 15,072 containers of
cargo. It measures 1,200 feet long—the equivalent to
the length of the Eiffel Tower. The CMA CGM Brazil’s
visit is very significant for S.C. Ports and for South
Carolina, showcasing big-ship capabilities and global
competitiveness. S.C. Ports has invested $2 billion in
infrastructure to handle more cargo and bigger ships.
Meanwhile, Wando Welch Terminal has undergone
extensive upgrades, including new ship-to-shore
cranes with 155 feet of lift height above the wharf
deck, enabling S.C. Ports’ crane operators to work
larger ships.

u FedEx reports very solid fiscal first quarter
earnings numbers. Fiscal first quarter revenue for
global transportation and logistics bellwether FedEx—
at $19.3 billion—was up 13% annually, and operating
income—at $1.59 billion—headed up 63%. FedEx
attributed the quarterly operating results gains to
volume growth in FedEx International Priority and
U.S. domestic residential services, as well as yield
improvement at FedEx Ground and FedEx Freight
and also one additional operating weekday. But those
gains came with a caveat, the company said, in that
they were offset by costs to support strong demand
levels and also to expand services, variable compensation expenses and costs related to COVID-19.
Continued, page 2
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u Forward Air acquires CLW Delivery Inc. Assetlight freight and logistics services provider Forward Air
Corp. announced it acquired the assets of Johnson
City, Tenn.-based CLW Delivery Inc., a privately held
final-mile provider specializing in last-mile logistics and
in-home installation services for national retailers and
manufacturers, for cash consideration of $5.5 million.
The company said that this acquisition is part of a
growth strategy that’s focused on organic infrastructure investment, including its ongoing less-than-truckload network expansion. The acquisition is expected
to close in October.

u BREXIT concerns mount. Following a survey of
its members, the British International Freight Association (BIFA) reports that a majority of respondents have
significant reservations over whether they will have
the capacity to handle the major changes to the UK’s
trading relationship at the start of 2021, such as new
Customs documentation and procedures. Robert Keen,
director general of the BIFA says that he believes that
the results of group’s latest survey of members clearly
demonstrate that much greater clarity is needed on government plans for the border. “The results indicate that
the recent publication of the Border Operating Model
and Moving Goods Under the Northern Ireland Protocol
have not greatly assisted members’ understanding of
procedures regarding imports and exports between
the EU and UK, and Great Britain and Northern Ireland,
respectively,” stated Keen.

u When will we embrace IoT? Two new reports
indicate that the Internet of Things (IoT) must be fully
embraced by logistics professionals before it’s too late.
However, the Gartner report “2020 Hype Cycle for
Supply Chain Strategy” shows that IoT has reached the
bottom of “the trough of disillusionment.” According
to analysts, the market will begin to climb out of this
trough as the technology advances and practitioners
succeed in defining the best opportunities for the unique
measurement and tracking capabilities of IoT. According to Gartner, the “trough of disillusionment” highlights
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technologies and markets where interest has waned as
experiments and implementations fail to deliver. Gartner’s
study coincides with 451 Research’s “Voice of the Enterprise” survey, which indicates that IoT investments will
be important as supply chain managers seek to maintain
efficiency in fuel and predictive maintenance practices,
with 57% of firms expecting to have diagnostics or predictive maintenance in place within two years.

u Optimizing cargo in LA. The Port of Los Angeles
began distributing and publishing key dashboard data
from Wabtec’s Port Optimizer last month in an effort
to provide all supply chain stakeholders improved
access. The dashboard is also meant to provide forecasting information for shippers to plan and prepare
for inbound cargo. This planning tool is designed to
help make transport partners nimbler and more efficient, especially during volume surges at peak season,
said Wabtec spokesmen. They added that this is “the
forward visibility” their stakeholders have requested,
as the data is broken down by container type and
includes details on the mode of transportation—
whether rail or truck—once it arrives at the San Pedro
Bay ocean cargo gateway.

u Higher passage at LB. Across the San Pedro Bay,
a new bridge at the neighboring Port of Long Beach
was nearing completion and on course to open to
traffic on Monday, Oct. 5. The six-lane, cable-stayed
bridge will provide a major new regional highway connector as well as improve cargo movement at one of
the world’s largest port complexes. The new bridge will
replace the shorter, narrower Gerald Desmond Bridge
that currently carries 15% of all containerized goods
coming into the United States. The new bridge will provide a higher passage for cargo ships, extra traffic lanes
for trucks and cars, emergency lanes, greater resiliency
in an earthquake and a 100-year minimum lifespan.
With the twin, 50-story-high towers connecting 80
cables to the center span, the new bridge will be one
of the tallest cable-stayed bridges in the United States
and the first of its kind in California. •
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2020 Truckload Roundtable Webcast
Back at the end of 2019, truckload volumes were firming, rates were improving
and shippers were enjoying plenty of truckload capacity. Enter COVID-19 and wildly
unbalanced supply/demand, and carriers and shippers were left scratching their
heads, forced to make do with the capacity that they had available. Group news
editor Jeff Berman gathers a panel of top trucking analysts to explore the current
truckload market, including rates, capacity and current operating conditions
and will touch on tools like digital freight matching that can help as carriers and
shippers enter a period of what’s projected to be a long-term recovery.
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2020 Virtual Summit:
Time to turn the corner
Every year around this time, the editorial staffs of Logistics Management
and sister publication Supply Chain Management Review set out to program
our Virtual Summit. In fact, 2020 marks the 15th year that we’re offering
our readers a line up of educational sessions (going live on Dec. 10)
designed to prepare logistics and supply chain operations
for the year to come.
Considering what we’ve all been through and where
we find ourselves here in early fall, a theme focused
around building resilience into our logistics and supply
chain operations for the future seemed like the right
way to go this year.
And considering current freight volume data, peak
season activity and recent conversations we’ve had
with carriers, service providers and logistics managers
on capacity availability, it certainly appears that we’ve
turned the corner—and now need to learn from what
we just experienced.
On that note, our team has programmed sessions
that put some of today’s game-changing strategies and
digital solutions into perspective and offer practical tips
for evaluating, implementing and leveraging today’s new
thinking to build resilience into our supply chain operations through recovery—and beyond.
“For most, the pandemic brought about major shock
and disruption to logistics and supply chain operations, and it exposed the weaknesses of the current
supply chain paradigm,” says Steven Melnyk, Ph.D.,
professor of operations and supply chain management
at Michigan State University and this year’s keynoter.
However, he says that there’s a silver lining. “The
pandemic is giving us a chance to rethink supply chain
resilience and to rebuild it into a better system while
also creating an improved, stronger supply chain,” says
Melnyk. “The good news is that the foundations for
doing so have been there all along and most systems
and people are now simply ready for change.”
He defines those “old school” foundations for improving supply chain performance, risk, and resilience as

LOGISTICSMGMT.COM

three pillars: prioritization; supplier relationships;
and supplier development. “While these elements
are familiar, how they’re carried out now is something
new—and how to do that is what we’ll explore.”
And while Melnyk will touch on the overall strategic
silver linings coming out of the
MARK YOUR CALENDAR
last seven months, professor
DECEMBER 10, 2020
Yossi Sheffi, the director of
2020 Virtual Summit:
MIT’s Center for TransportaBuilding in supply
tion and Logistics, offers us a
chain resilience
session that takes a look at how
the pandemic has actually accelerated the acceptance of
new supply chain technology and intelligence tools.
“Think about the technologies such as artificial intelligence, real-time data analytics and communications platforms that facilitate telecommuting, provide visibility into
supply chains and enable contactless, paperless operations,” says Sheffi. “And although these technologies were
used to deal with the immediate impacts of the pandemic,
they will have long-term benefits for the performance and
resilience of supply chains and businesses.”
This year’s program is packed with some of the industry’s top minds in the area of risk and resilience planning,
so keep an eye on logisticsmgmt.com for more details on
all of the sessions and registration information.

Michael A. Levans, Group Editorial Director
Comments? E-mail me at
mlevans@peerlessmedia.com
Follow me on Twitter: @MikeLeva
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Pricing across the transportation modes
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TRUCKING
The trucking industry may finally be enjoying some pricing
clout. After seven months in a row of declining tags, the industry saw two consecutive monthly price hikes last summer. Since
June, average transaction prices in truckload markets are up
4.2% while LTL tags are up 2.8%. Local trucking also reported a
14% price jump in August, reversing previous price cuts. The likelihood that truckers retain negotiation leverage depends largely
on the economic outlook. These days, however, a pandemic is in
charge and another shutdown would serve to depress trucking
prices again. For now, trucking’s average annual price forecast
remains: down 1.7% in 2020 and up 1.6% in 2021.

AIR
Transaction prices charged by U.S. companies that fly cargo
and mail have continued cruising along at a stable altitude. In fact,
the most recent surveys show prices for flying cargo on scheduled
flights actually lifting off in July and August. In those two months
respectively, prices increased 4.2% and 4.9% from the same
month a year earlier. The last time that kind of back-to-back price
hike occurred was way back in 2012. Prices for air cargo service
on chartered flights have exhibited the same strength this past
summer with tags up 3.8% and 8% over the same period of time.
We now expect air cargo prices to increase 2.4% by the end of
this year and rise 2.3% next year.

WATER
International rates for non-U.S. carriers may have begun
climbing, but our Labor Department survey of domestic waterborne fleets shows prices still sitting near a cyclical low. The latest survey shows industry-wide average transaction prices inching down 0.5% year-over-year, which was the first decline since
April 2018. The main culprit: deep sea carriers, where for the first
time since early 2017 year-over-year prices declined for three
months in a row. Some nascent price firming did emerge this past
summer; deep sea and inland water services increased 03% and
2.4%, respectively, from June to August. The industry forecast
continues to call for average prices to be down 0.8% in 2021.

RAIL
After “price hikes nowhere to be seen” in last month’s column,
we do glimpse weak signs of firming rail prices now. Average
transaction prices in the rail industry increased 0.6% in August.
That’s only one month, however, and strong headwinds fighting
against any significant hikes ahead still beset rail carriers. Looking
deeper, prices for intermodal service have risen 1.6% since June,
but carload tags are up only 0.15%. Low demand for carloads
and intermodal containers remain ready to be knocked down if a
raging pandemic leads to second collapse in consumer spending.
Rail industry average annual prices are estimated to be down
0.6% this year and to fall 1% next year.
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NEWS analysis
Also:
• FMCSA gives green light to under-21 truck driver pilot program, Page 11
• Congress looks to punt on new highway bill funding, kicking problem into 2021, Page 12
• Report says Kansas City Southern turns down $20B acquisition overture from investor duo, Page 13

Intersection of import growth
and inventory replenishment
remains in sharp focus
With imports on the rebound, supply chain stakeholders are left
with tough decisions regarding inventory management.
BY JEFF BERMAN, GROUP NEWS EDITOR

OVER THE COURSE OF THE
ONGOING PANDEMIC, there has
been a common theme for many supply
chain stakeholders: inventory management and replenishment.
There are various factors for that, but
most go back to the rapid upswing in

10

demand early on in the pandemic for basic
household items such as paper towels,
toilet paper, certain food and dairy commodities, in addition to a whole host of
other consumer packaged goods (CPG).
What’s more, with consumers largely staying at home and not venturing
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out to shopping malls and stores with
the same frequency as they have in
the past, it’s led to an unprecedented
surge in e-commerce activity, which
has subsequently led to a changing of
the e-commerce logistics playbook for
3PLs, carriers and shippers alike. And
this development, in turn, has now
placed a heightened focus on inventory
management and replenishment.
A good example came in the form
of August 2020 data issued by the Port
of Los Angeles (POLA) and the Port
of Long Beach (POLB), gateways that
collectively account for roughly 40% of
total U.S.-bound imports.
POLA reported that twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) were up 11.7% annually,
marking the highest-volume month in the
port’s 114-year history, topping October
2018. And POLB said that total August
volume—at 725,610 TEU—saw a 9.3%
annual gain, marking the best August tally
over the port’s 109-year history in what it
called a strong start to peak season.
POLA’s August tally was paced
largely by imports, which came in at
516,285 TEU, for a 17.98% annual
increase, as was POLB, with imports—
at 364,792 TEU—up 13% compared to
August 2019.
LOGISTICSMGMT.COM

“August volume is more than double what we moved in March, when
we dropped sharply with the onset of
nationwide shutdowns,” said Gene
Seroka, executive director of POLA.
“However, with this amount of volume,
we also see complexity within the supply chain. We’re working with stakeholders on the challenges that arise on
one way import surges like the one we’re
seeing right now. The bottom line on
August: we’re seeing both the replenishment of warehouse and distribution
center inventories, along with retailers
prepping for year-end holidays.”
According to Jonathan Gold, vice
president of supply chain and Customs
policy for the National Retail Federation
(NRF), the West Cost port numbers
are in line with the Port Tracker Report
issued by the NRF and maritime consultancy Hackett Associates.
“The economic recovery is not just
planning for the holiday season, but also
inventory restocking for all of the products moving over the last few months,”
said Gold. “But I think we’re looking for
the rest of the year to be just as strong.
We will see a downtick, as we usually do,
when we get past the peak-shipping season and things may cool off. But the next
six months are likely to come in at higher
levels than the prior six months, which
sends a very strong signal.”
A noted trade expert told Logistics
Management that it’s important to note
that the boost in imports—especially in
consumer goods—to replenish inventories doesn’t necessarily reflect an increase
in in consumer demand.
“It’s an increase in demand from
retailers expecting consumers to make
purchases, and we will learn in third
quarter earnings whether companies
have imported more than they should
have and if consumer spending is
there or if they acted too soon,” said
Chris Rogers, director of research for
global trade intelligence firm Panjiva. “What we might see is companies
importing while they can just in case
there’s another surge in COVID-19
cases or another round of industrial or
commercial lockdowns.” •
LOGISTICSMGMT.COM

TRUCKING

FMCSA gives green light to under-21
truck driver pilot program
IN A CONTROVERSIAL MOVE that
will almost certainly rile up truck safety
advocates, the federal government is
moving ahead with a three-year pilot
program that will allow some under-21
drivers to work in interstate commerce.
The move by the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration (FMCSA) is
not without some controversy. FMCSA
released details of a 60-day public comment period on the Friday before Labor
Day, the last major driving holiday of
the summer.
Advocates say that it’s a way to expand
the pool of potential drivers in an era
when the industry may be as many as
100,000 drivers short due to retirements,
stringent drug and alcohol testing and
poor pay. Besides, they say, under-21 drivers are already driving heavy-duty trucks
in intrastate commerce.
However, even some within the
trucking industry say it’s risky. They and
safety advocates point to the generally
poor driving records of under-21 drivers
when it comes to automobile safety.
Operating an 80,000-pound truck in difficult driving conditions, some contend,
may be too much except for the best
trained, under-21 drivers.
In an analysis of under-21 auto drivers, the Insurance Institute for Highway
Safety (IIHS) found that for drivers aged
18 years and 19 years there was a 2.3
times greater chance of those drivers
being involved in a fatal crash than drivers 20 years old and over. There was a
3.5 times chance of those younger drivers being involved in a police-reported
crash, the IIHS said.
Anti-truck groups such as Citizens for
Reliable and Safe Highways (CRASH)
claim the roads are getting more dangerous—not safer. Truck crash fatalities have increased 41% from 2009 to
2017, CRASH said, while truck occupant
fatalities are at their highest levels since
1989. Meanwhile, the American Trucking Associations (ATA) counters with

the argument that truck rate fatalities
have been consistently falling since the
crackdown on drunk driving and other
safety initiatives.
ATA thanked the Trump administration, including Transportation Secretary
Elaine Chao, and the FMCSA for moving ahead with a proposed pilot program. “This is a significant step toward
improving safety on our nation’s roads,
setting a standard for these drivers that
is well beyond what 49 states currently
require,” said Chris Spear, ATA president and CEO.
Spear called the under-21 population
“an amazing block of talent with unlimited potential,” and added: “If our freedom
can be defended from tyranny around the
world by our men in women in uniform,
many well below the age of 21, then it’s
quite clear that we can train that same
group how to safely and responsibly cross
state lines in a commercial vehicle.”
The pilot program is modeled on the
bipartisan DRIVE Safe Act, legislation
strongly supported by ATA and more
than 90 other industry groups and currently co-sponsored by 144 congressmen
and 34 senators.
FMCSA hopes there are enough conditions to its narrow pilot program to
satisfy the naysayers. FMCSA is seeking
public comments on a new pilot program
to allow drivers aged 18, 19, and 20 to
operate commercial motor vehicles in
interstate commerce.
“This action will allow the agency to
carefully examine the safety, feasibility,
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and possible economic benefits of allowing 18-year-old to 20-year-old drivers to
operate in interstate commerce,” said
FMCSA deputy administrator Wiley
Deck. “Safety is always FMCSA’s top
priority, so we encourage drivers, motor
carriers, and interested citizens to
review this proposed new pilot program
and share their thoughts and opinions.”
FMCSA’s Federal Register notice
requests comments through Nov. 4
on a new pilot program that would
allow younger drivers to operate in
interstate commerce. There are two
categories of potential under-21 drivers
for the program:

• 18-year-old to 20-year-old commercial
driver’s license (CDL) holders who operate
trucks in interstate commerce while taking part in a 120-hour probationary period
and a subsequent 280-hour probationary
period under an apprenticeship program
established by a trucking company; and
• 19-year-old and 20-year-old commercial drivers who have operated trucks
in intrastate commerce for a minimum
of one year and 25,000 miles.
The study group drivers would not be
allowed to operate vehicles hauling passengers or hazardous materials or special
configuration vehicles.
—John D. Schulz, contributing editor

INFRASTRUCTURE

Congress looks to punt on new highway
bill funding, kicking problem into 2021
LIKE SEEMINGLY EVERYTHING
ELSE in Washington, Republicans and
Democrats are light years apart in negotiations over a new five-year federal highway spending bill—and now seem likely
to kick the problem into 2021.
That inaction—on what was once
considered a so-called “must-pass” piece
of legislation—is frustrating to leading
trucking executives and others who rely
on a modern American infrastructure
network of interstate highways, bridges,
ports and airports.
“We have to make some progress on an
infrastructure package that makes sense

12

and modernizes our network for logistics
companies and trucking companies,” said
Derek Leathers, vice chairman, president and CEO at Werner Enterprises,
the nation’s sixth-largest truckload carrier. “Both sides ought to be able to rally
around this, but we’re not making progress. That keeps me up at night.”
Like most top trucking executives,
Leathers said that it was “more likely than
not” that no decision will be made before
the November elections, adding that
such a lack of political will is unfortunate
and detrimental to logistics operations.
“It’s a decision nobody seems to want
to make before the election,” said Leathers. “People want bold choices, but clearly it takes political will for that, and that’s
tough to muster in an election year.”
At press time, the House and Senate appeared far apart on how to move
forward on a bill that would replace the
five-year FAST Act that was scheduled
to expire on Sept 30.
The Senate Environment and Public
Works Committee in July 2019 unanimously passed a $287 billion, five-year
surface transportation bill. But three
other Republican-led Senate committees—Commerce, Science and Transportation, Banking, Housing and Urban
Affairs, and Finance—have sat on it
and failed to act.
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The Democratic-led House passed
a five-year, $494 billion bill on July 20
without any Republican support. Senate Republicans have shown no interest in compromise on that measure. In
the meantime, the office of Rep. Sam
Graves (R-Mo.), the ranking member
of the House Transportation and Infrastructure Committee, has signaled that
an extension was all but inevitable.
Basically, Congress seems intent
on passing a continuing resolution at
current funding levels to assure that
state departments of transportation are
continuing to receive federal highway
funds to assure continuation of projects
already started.
After an election that will decide
who controls Congress and the White
House, look for the new Congress to
start work on a bipartisan surface transportation bill that can be signed into law
by either President Donald Trump or
former Vice President Joe Biden.
Some highway lobbyists are saying
congressional inaction at this time might
not be the worst thing.
That’s because the pandemic could
become deeply transformative, as more
Americans work from home and changing commuting patterns could be permanent. It might not be necessary to fund
mass transit at the levels it was, and it
could make building some new highways
unnecessary, lobbyists say.
“We’re skating to where the puck used
to be,” says Randy Mullett, a veteran
transportation consultant who has provided input on many past highway bills. “But
there are so many unknowns that I’m not
so sure we’re skating to where the puck
will be. It’s the silly season on steroids.”
Typically, federal spending on infrastructure is important because of the
amount of state transportation budgets
that revolve around infrastructure. While
the need for funding is still there, where
that money is spent could be vastly different this time, said Mullett.
“I’m kind of happy they haven’t reached
a deal so far,” Mullett added. “Everything
so far is pretty much what we’ve always
done with the assumption that people
travel as much as they used to—but that
may not be the case going forward.” •
—John D. Schulz, contributing editor
LOGISTICSMGMT.COM
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Kansas City Southern turns down
$20B acquisition offer
SOON AFTER THE WALL STREET JOURNAL (WSJ)
reported in early September that Blackstone Group and
Global Infrastructure Partners made a takeover offer for
Class I railroad carrier Kansas City Southern (KSU), a
subsequent WSJ report issued one week later indicated
that KSU turned down a $20 billion offer.
The WSJ report stated that KSU walked away from the
offer because “the bid undervalues the railroad operator,
according to people familiar with the matter.” The previous
WSJ report noted that KSU currently has a $17 billion market
value, citing sources familiar with this development. A dollar
price for the acquisition offer was not available. KSU officials
did not reply to requests for comment from LM.
This is not the first time that Blackstone Group and Global
Infrastructure Partners had banded together to acquire KSU,
with the report observing that KSU turned down a previous
overture earlier this year, in late July. The report also noted that
should KSU turn down this offer again, “this bid could prompt
other railroads that have long coveted the company and its ties

to Mexico trade to come out of the woodwork, though deals in
this sector are closely examined by regulators.”
Tony Hatch, an independent railroad analyst and principal
of New York-based ABH Consulting, observed that the attempt
to acquire a Class I requires the Surface Transportation Board
(STB) to weigh in, which he said is “not great.” He also noted
that being an acquisition target is not something that KSU
needs at this time, adding that it has a valuable market cap.
In a research note published in late July, Hatch explained
that infrastructure firms have some real advantages, in the
form of a very cheap cost of money and long-term investment
horizons combined with reasonable return expectations.
“In many ways, rails fit well, and their solid performance in
the pandemic so far actually proves out that rails provide that
infrastructure funds want—stability,” wrote Hatch.
“From their [KSU] perspective, there is no need to do this.
But if they get an offer that rewards their shareholders, then
they have the fiduciary duty to accept it. If not, well, these funds
cannot go hostile, so it will be just another day, another rumor.”
Ben Gordon, managing partner of Cambridge Capital
and managing partner of BGSA Holdings, explained that
this offer to purchase KSU reflects the strong demand for
high-quality transportation assets. •
—Jeff Berman, group news editor
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The business case for transportation management
In more than 40 years in the transportation
on costs and investments. Key measures: longer
profession as a shipper, a third-party logistics (3PL)
contract periods; evergreen contracts; fewer costly
provider and then as a consultant and mentor, I’ve
bidding sessions; capital savings in shared innovation
prepared justifications for investments in people, proinvestment.
cesses and technologies to drive better performance in
6. Administrative costs are reduced if there is
cost and service.
outsourcing or automation of order processing,
In digitizing some old files, I found several “business tendering, dispatch, freight bill auditing and
case” proposals for companies to step up their game
record retention. One area on which not to scrimp
in transportation management. Spoiler alert: The
highest return is in people, not in technology.
The new Cloud-based TMS products and
What follows is a synthesis of the “top seven
impacts from better transport management” as
3PL service contracts are a revolution in
I’ve come to see them over the course of my
the area of logistics.
career. I offer these as a checklist for managers
who are seeking ways to convince C-Level executives of your ideas.
is analysis. I have demonstrated to many CEOs the
Alternatively, as a buyer of services, I consider
cost and revenue enhancements a great transport anathese to be areas to explore when you’re offered
lyst delivers—think 250%. Key measure: logistician
solutions in outsourcing, insourcing or new TMS
cost versus value delivered monthly.
products.
7. Many company stakeholders are now mon1. The cost saving argument gets everyone’s
itoring sustainability. How we choose to deliver
attention. And in optimizing routes, consolidation
products and bring in raw materials directly affects
and fleet utilization, detailed analysis will consisour carbon footprint. Intercompany innovation teams
tently support investment. Key measure: cost per
will have an impact. In addition to environmental suspound sold spent on transport.
tainability there’s financial sustainability. Coordination
2. The increased visibility from electronically
through data sharing and collaboration means sharing
connecting to carriers is a well-proven area to
sustainability projects along the supply chain. Key
improve service and avoid errors. Key measure: sermeasures: demonstrable, quantitative project success
vice and loss claim reduction.
with partners as well as engaged stakeholders.
3. Automating advanced ship notices (ASN),
The new Cloud-based TMS products and 3PL
tracking and proof of delivery contributes to much
service contracts are a revolution in the area of logishappier customers and a bit of “stickiness” that
tics. The first thing I stress is not to lose your rights
keeps customers choosing your firm. Key measures:
to the intellectual property created in commerce.
customer satisfaction, on-time delivery.
You’re not only buying the delivery of goods, but also
4. The integration of TMS with a warehouse
all of the information generated too.
management system (WMS) has boosted efficiency
Second, I can’t stress enough the importance of
and labor productivity in distribution. Key meagathering and using the transactional information
sures: available to promise (ATP); labor cost per order; that enhanced transportation management produces.
square footage required.
Optimization and re-engineering require detailed
5. Collaboration and reduced contracting
knowledge of the supply chain in question. The most
costs are an often-overlooked savings area when
successful transportation managers have learned to
buyer and seller integrate and have transparency
leverage intelligence: artificial and human. •
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with Jeff Berman

Strange days, indeed
With 2020 approaching the home stretch, it’s fair
across the other modes as well. Trucking capacity
to say that this has been a year like no other.
remains tight, and spot markets have reaped some
The reasons are wide and varied, considering the
of those benefits through higher rates, as shippers
COVID-19 pandemic and the related economic fallsearch for options.
out in its wake, as well as the rise in civil unrest
in various parts of the United States. And, of
UPS, FedEx and the United States Postal
course, it’s an election year.
Service (USPS) have each issued peak season
Over the course of the 2020, or at least going
surcharges as a result of the overload of
back to mid-March, things happened so quickly
that it almost reads like fiction, including the
demand they’re now witnessing.
inventory shortages for consumer staples such
as toilet paper and paper towels, dry goods, as well as
And while rail carload volumes had been largemany dairy products.
ly down, they’re beginning to inch up higher on a
Many manufacturing facilities shut down in
sequential basis, which speaks to the ongoing manthe early phases of COVID-19, which resulted in
ufacturing recovery over the last three months. At
manufacturing output falling off a cliff along with
the same time, intermodal volumes are approaching
automotive production, airlines, and a long list of
pre-pandemic levels, and that also bodes well for
services-focused businesses.
demand and an improving economy.
One sector that has clearly not slowed down amid
Another thing for supply chain stakeholders to
the confusion is e-commerce, and for good reason.
monitor is the current state of national infrastrucOver the course of the pandemic, with so many peoture funding. The deadline for the current five-year
ple hunkered down at home and sheltering-in-place,
surface transportation authorization—the Fixing
e-commerce retail sales skyrocketed.
America’s Surface Transportation (FAST) Act—
That fact is highlighted by how many estimates
came at the end of September, and, at press time,
place non-store retail sales at around 30% of total
it’s pretty clear that Congress is not going to join
retail sales—a staggering statistic given the high level hands and get a new bill passed anytime soon.
of growth over a relatively short period.
It looks like we could be knocking on the door of
In the meantime, the parcel duopoly of UPS
an interminable series of short-term continuing resoluand FedEx along with Amazon, DHL and the many
tions—and we all know how much “fun” those can be.
regional, last-mile players have certainly benefitted
These are not normal times for the supply chain
from the situation. In fact, UPS, FedEx and the
and logistics sectors, not even close. However, they’re
United States Postal Service (USPS) have each
the strange cards we’re being dealt, so we must take
issued peak season surcharges as a result of the over- a seat at the table and play our hands. Regardless of
load of demand they’re now witnessing.
how the cards turn up, it remains true that there’s
There are just as many moving parts these days
never a dull moment in logistics these days. •
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PEERLESS

C O N T E N T C R E AT I O N

A

LL WAREHOUSE MANAGERS LIKE TO THINK

Some are finding the answer in lean manage-

that they run a tight ship, where wasted

ment techniques, a concept that originated on

processes are minimized, employee

Toyota’s factory floors and then quickly resonated

productivity is high, and throughput is on target

across many different facets of the business world.

(or better). But not all warehouse and DC environ-

Today, Toyota Lean Management (TLM) or “lean

ments can truly make these claims—or at least

processes” focuses on helping organizations opti-

not on a predictable, daily basis. Continually in-

mize processes to eliminate waste or “muda.”

creasing customer demands and highly competitive markets have set the bar high, as businesses

THE LEAN TREATMENT

find it more difficult to drive efficiencies that will

From reducing the number of forklifts being driven

help them satisfy customers.

around “empty” to clearing the congestion from

Under these conditions, fulfillment centers

inbound and outbound shipping areas to eliminat-

can be thrown into a frenzy as they rush to keep

ing obsolete stock that’s just taking up space,

up with demand. Warehouse, DC, and 3PL

lean has proven its worth in the modern ware-

managers that have found themselves running

house and DC. In fact, Scott Redelman, Toyota

in place need systems that help them reduce

Lean Manager, says just about any process that

waste, maximize their physical assets, and fully

takes place in the fulfillment arena could probably

leverage their people power.

use the lean treatment.

“If there’s a process,” says

points out. “That means they can

data, in order to determine the right

Redelman, “then there’s a process

improve profitability by identifying

solution for their specific needs.

that can be improved through the

and eliminating waste.”

identification and elimination of

Once those operations have
established a clear understanding

waste.” Using that foundational phi-

SCALING UP WITH EASE

of their existing process, they can

losophy, Toyota Material Handling

With most warehouses, DCs, and

make an informed decision about

(TMH) serves as a total solutions

3PLs handling higher volumes

whether to optimize their manual

provider that not only offers world-

of product right now, Bret Bruin,

processes or automate where

class material handling systems,

TMH’s director of aftermarket sale

necessary. “You don’t want to auto-

but also solves its customers’ most

and operations, says that lean helps

mate a poor process,” Bruin adds.

pressing pain points.

to facilitate those higher veloci-

In many situations, these pain
points are caused by the excessive
waste that has infiltrated busi-

In this Making the Case,

ties without the need for additional

we’ll take a closer look at the basic

equipment or labor.

tenets of lean warehouse manage-

In fact, Bruin estimates that

ment, show how it applies at the

nesses’ warehousing, distribution,

some level of waste exists in every

typical fulfillment center, and explain

and fulfillment processes over the

process that is performed in a

the return on investment associated

years. Without even realizing it,

warehouse facility. “Every piece of

with lean practices being put into

companies are repeating steps

waste we help remove adds profits

action on the warehouse floor. •

that—if eradicated or replaced with

for DC or warehouse owners,” says

something better—could substan-

Bruin, “and helps them speed up

tially improve efficiencies, productiv-

their operations and keep up with

ity, and throughput.

customer demands.”

These “wins” are especially

As warehouses and DCs

critical in today’s warehousing

adopt more automated equip-

environment, where changing

ment and software, Bruin says lean

customer demands, the evolution

serves as a litmus test for whether

of digital business, and the growth

those investments are actually

of e-commerce are putting unique

necessary (or not).

pressures on fulfillment opera-

Companies should assess and

tions. “Regardless of what’s going

fully understand their material flow,

on around them at any given

including analyzing all applicable

point, companies can always
control their profits if they can
control their costs,” Redelman
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By Jan Steenberg and Rakesh Sharma

The new normal will require a new strategic
approach to the circular economy
The time is right for a purpose-driven supply chain.
On August 10, 2019, the influential Business
Roundtable announced something that sounded
like it could have been issued by the Vatican: Maximizing profits for shareholders should no longer
be the only objective of corporations. Instead,
corporations should be managed with a purpose to
improve the future of our environment, citizens,
employees and other business partners.
Take it one step further, and corporations
should no longer look at business, the environment
or society as separate entities with varying degrees
of importance—on the contrary the new thinking
should focus on all three areas in an integrated
manner, as the parts of an organization’s overall
strategic and supply chain objectives:

• delivering value to our customers;
• investing in our employees;
• dealing fairly and ethically with our suppliers;
• supporting the communities in which we work;
and
• generating long-term value for shareholders, who
provide the capital that allows companies to invest,
grow and innovate.
Think of it as the purpose-driven supply chain.

Purpose must consider all dimensions

When the statement was issued, the Wall Street Journal took exception in an editorial, and surely, somewhere Milton Friedman is turning in his grave. But,
in the current environment, there is clearly something afoot that business needs to pay
attention to with more than lip service.
Integrated strategic
While most companies believe
that corporate social responsibility
and supply chain objectives
(CSR) should be a strategic initiative, the majority have not fully institutionalized it and are very cautious
PLANET
PEOPLE
about adopting a comprehensive proProtect and resore
Become
gram. However, the innovators and
the environment
economically inclusive
early adopters of the CSR frameeco-systems
and socially just
work have transformed beyond this
framework and have accepted the
PURPOSE
Business Roundtable’s suggestion for
a new purpose-driven ethical enterprise supply network (PDE2SN)
approach to their business model.
So, how will this newfound purpose directly affect the way corpoPROFIT
rations operate their businesses and
Generate sustainable
growth and long-term
supply chains? Is this yet another fad
value for stakeholders
to draw in Millennials who are put
off by capitalism and are demanding that the corporations, including
those they work for, play their part
Source: Business Roundtable, “Statement on the Purpose of a Corporation”
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in solving social issues, such as global warming and the widening gap between the superwealthy and the working poor? Or, is this a
genuine commitment to improve the ecosystem
in which we all live, work and operate?

What does the purpose-driven supply
chain look like?
Companies require a framework that embodies the full range of CSR, sustainability and
ethical enterprise supply network (ESN) management principles as part of an integrated
approach. Some of the high-level dimensions of
a PDE2SN are as follows.
• PDE2SN is comprised of ethical business
practices, corporate social responsibility,
performance management, sustainability,
regulatory compliance and risk managementincluding financial, operations and brand.
• PDE2SN is not just the component, it is the
driver for strategic sourcing and procurement
practices. Implementing a Supply Network
Collaboration system that provides Cloudbased connectivity with suppliers for
registering, operating and managing to the

company’s purpose and standards is table
stakes for the emergence of Ecosystem
Commerce.
• Supply Network Collaboration and PDE2SN
begin with onboarding suppliers and
continuously monitoring, auditing and
improving operational compliance and
information sharing across three dimensions:
economic, environmental and ethical.
• Social media (SOME) monitoring is a critical
component of PDE2SN ethical and risk
management.

Operating in a circular economy
This trend of organizing business around a purpose is a very strong driver of transformation. We
believe this will only accelerate as firms seek to
understand what is most critical for them and
what are their true sources of value.
An important aspect that we would also like
to focus on is the Circular Supply Network,
which assumes an important aspect of the purpose-driven approach. So, what exactly is a Circular Supply Network? It is a network enabling
the flow of goods and services between value

Circular Supply Network
Suppliers

Circular procurement

Manufacturers

Recycle

Distributors
ECOSYSTEM
NETWORK

Refurbish/Remanufacture

Retailers
Reuse/Redistribute
Consumption
Rent/Maintain/Prolong
Minimize
systematic leackage and
negative externalities

Physical flow of goods

Consumer

IN USE/
AFTER USE

Information flow
Source: Authors, adapted from Ellen Macarthur Foundation
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partners to meet consumer demands while minimizing waste and continual use of resources
through smarter business models.

ity, shorter product lifecycles, greater costs and
increasing waste.

Improving customer satisfaction

Corporations should treat corporate social responEfficiency in the way we use and restore
sibility and ethical supply chain management as
earth’s resources. We take resources from the
an integral part of their operations strategy in line
ground to make products, which we use, and,
with consumers’ wishes.
when we no longer want them, we throw them
To truly contribute to a better world, corporations
away: It’s a take-make-waste model. This is what
a linear economy looks like. However, there are only so many resources
A sustainable supply chain transforms a linear
to be taken.
A sustainable supply chain
economy to a circular one by keeping products
transforms a linear economy to a
and materials in use.
circular one by keeping products
and materials in use. For example,
need to treat sustainability as integral to operations.
returning packaging to be re-used again so it
Sustainability issues should be considered with equal
does not end up in a landfill; and, reducing
strategic importance as issues such as delivery lead
the usage of water and pesticides in growing of
time. Instead of taking modest actions to treat suscrops. Lastly, regenerating the natural systems
tainability issues, corporations can seek more holistic
by returning valuable nutrients to the soil and
and structural approaches to do more good, rather
other ecosystems.
than just doing less bad.
Cost-reduction in the way we design prodThe new normal
ucts that last longer, thus eliminating costs in
The truth is that more and more people are judging
producing, stocking, shipping, returning,
large corporations, not by how fast they can deliver
disposing and recycling. Consumerism, or
products to our homes, but by how sincere they
materialism, is the backbone on which most
are in doing good. Doing good comes from a comindustries make their money. When we start
pany’s ethical commitment to solve major social,
consuming less, our carbon footprint is inevitaenvironmental and economic issues. Sincerity arisbly reduced.
es when a company invests in a PDE2SN strategy
Instead of trying to improve our supply chain
and commits to measure success with more purto ship more, faster and cheaper to consumers,
poseful strategic metrics.
corporations should place their focus on designPDE2SN is a true driver of how supply chain
ing a product to last. By transforming their busiorganizations will guide themselves above and beyond
ness models from volume to quality production,
the pursuit of profits. Those who are not will be
environmental costs and waste are reduced.
driven by their customers as the market will insist on
In the absence of purpose, companies are
the transformation of business objectives away from
constantly competing with one another in
maximizing profits to creating value to the market
pushing out newer or enhanced models at the
ecosystem and the communities it serves. •
shortest time possible, leading to poorer qual-
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INTERMODAL ROUNDTABLE 2020:

SWITCHING TO
PRE-PANDEMIC TRACK
Three leading intermodal analysts take a deep dive into how
the sector has turned the corner, as service levels and volumes
are now showing strong signs of recovery.

BY JEFF BERMAN, GROUP NEWS EDITOR

W

hile intermodal volumes were viewed as strictly “average” in the months leading up
to the pandemic, they subsequently tumbled in the following months. And even
though market conditions are still less than ideal, there are now signals of intermodal optimism, as recent reports indicate that volumes are slowly working their way back
to pre-pandemic levels, with domestic activity leading the way.
To help bring the current state of the nation’s intermodal network into clear view,
Logistics Management (LM) is joined by some of the nation’s foremost experts in the market, including Larry Gross, principal at Gross Transportation Consulting; Tony Hatch, rail
analyst and principal at ABH Consulting; and Brooks Bentz, supply chain consultant and
LM contributing editor.
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Logistics Management (LM): How would you define
the current state of the intermodal market?
Larry Gross: Intermodal has thus far made a rapid

recovery from the pandemic-related downturn. Volume
bottomed out in mid-April, with the U.S. weekly intermodal volumes as reported by the Association of American
Railroads (AAR) down 20% annually. Since then, activity
has steadily increased. The most recent readings came in
33% higher than the trough and 5% ahead of prior year—a
remarkable performance.
This recovery has been powered entirely by the domestic
intermodal sector, that is, the movement of domestic containers and trailers, as opposed to the international sector,
which comprises the movement of ISO (international) containers. In July, IANA data showed domestic movements
up 11% over prior year, while intermodal moves were still
down by almost 13%.
This degree of divergence is very unusual. I expect that,
over time, the performance of these two sectors will converge.
Normally, each sector accounts for about half of all intermodal
activity. To be honest, I have been pleasantly surprised by the
speed and intensity of the domestic rebound.
Tony Hatch: I agree that it has been surprisingly
strong. At this point in time, it has resumed what I call

the railways’ “lead dog” status, and is catching up to all of
the massive gyrations that hurt the intermodal market and
the national, continental and global economy—the supply
disruption followed by the demand destruction. All of that
is starting to recover, and with empty shelves, that’s an
opportunity for now.
Brooks Bentz: Virtually everyone wants to know what the
“new normal” will be once the current pandemic crisis passes.
With things being particularly difficult to predict presently, it’s
probably a safe bet that intermodal will do comparatively well.
At this time, intermodal pricing seems to be holding its
own, despite low diesel prices, good capacity and pricing
in over-the-road trucking. There’s reasonably good evidence that there will be a larger peak season this year, as
companies seek to replenish inventory.
Looking at spot rates, intermodal is up over 44% from
last year versus 22% for truckload spot rates. So, it looks
like the balance of 2020 will be fairly strong. It’s simply
too soon to have even a faint clue as to what will happen in
view of the pandemic situation, not to mention the political
environment. So, on balance 2021 is a black hole.
LM: How do things look for intermodal volumes for the
remainder of 2020?
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Hatch: Year-to-date volumes are still down in the midsingle digits, but the gap is narrowing fast.
Gross: As Yogi Berra reputedly said: “Forecasts are hard,
particularly about the future.” That’s particularly the case at
the moment, where any forecast requires enormous assumptions regarding the future course of the virus and political
events in addition to the normal economic considerations. So,
about the only guarantee for any outlook right now is that it’s
going to be wrong.
With that caveat, I am looking for stabilization in activity, with perhaps some improvement on the international
side. The big domestic increases will taper down and more
normal seasonal activity will ensue from here. But I, by
no means, preclude the possibility of backsliding, particularly if we see virus cases intensifying as cold weather
approaches. We simply don’t have enough data to make a
call one way or the other.
Bentz: With truck capacity tightening up and peak season, whatever that may mean for 2020, intermodal should
fare reasonably well for the balance of the year and is likely
to even see some surcharging going on. Whatever happens, it
won’t be dull.
LM: While talk regarding the trade war has been relatively
quiet of late, how is it currently influencing international,
or ISO, intermodal activity?
Bentz: With respect to trade issues, the public face of the

trade war is ugly and does not appear to be improving. Behind
the facade, however, import cargo from China appears robust
and represents a greater share than pre-pandemic. Rates have
also risen, as liner companies have figured out that withholding capacity drives higher pricing.
Gross: As previously noted, international intermodal
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activity is substantially down from 2019. U.S. imports were
down 7.5% for 2020 through July, although the month of July
itself had only a 2.2% year-over-year deficit, the smallest in
some time. It’s not possible at this point to determine how
much of this weakness is pandemic-related and how much
is due to trade policies. In general, overseas sourcing is
moving away from China toward other origin points. This
has resulted in a general swing toward the East Coast and
away from the West Coast.
However, during the recovery, the “need for speed” and
flexibility on the part of importers has resulted in a resurgence
of volume moving over the West Coast, and most notably,
via the Los Angeles basin. The LA/Long Beach port complex
accounted for 36% of all import TEUs arriving in the United
States and Western Canada—the best month in terms of
inbound share since December 2017.
Hatch: The trade war talk only seems quiet because it has
been supplanted by even worse news—the pandemic. The
January “Phase One” truce talks between the United States and
China have helped agriculture exports. For intermodal, it served
as a “cooling off” moment and pre-empted additional tariffs,
but did nothing about the still existing more than $360 billion
of tariffs on Chinese goods such as furniture and electronics,
traditionally the top boxed imports into the ports of Los Angeles
and Long Beach. The relations between the United States and
China have certainly not gotten any better as of late.
LM: On the domestic side, are low truckload rates and
low diesel prices still making an impact on domestic
intermodal market share?
Gross: By our calculations, intermodal’s share of all U.S.

dry van and reefer truckloads moving 500 miles or more was
just 10.4% in the second quarter of 2020. Share has dropped
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for eight consecutive calendar quarters since the recent
peak of 12.7% in the second quarter of 2018. This is
unprecedented in modern intermodal history.
The share drop is not only due to the factors you mention
in your question, but also to a great degree stems from precision scheduled railroad-related changes to the intermodal
system. The railroads are generally targeting profitability
over volume, and secondary terminals and lanes have been
eliminated in order to simplify the intermodal product that is
being offered to the market.
This has resulted in substantial orphaned volume that has
returned to the highway, either because the intermodal network, as it currently exists, does not offer any service, or the
service it does offer is not competitive in terms of its price and
service versus available truckload alternatives.
Having said all that, I suspect that when the share number of the third quarter is calculated, we’ll find that the slide
has at least stabilized and likely reversed. The import swing
back to the West Coast is favorable to intermodal and all the
current indications are that intermodal has recently been
growing faster than truck.
Hatch: The trucking market has tightened considerably,
which is a plus for intermodal. Low fuel prices affect the small
spot side of the market, and, over time, rail service and available capacity outweigh the fluctuating price of diesel fuel.
The domestic market has been helped by improved railroad
service, the end of precision scheduled railroading (PSR) lane
cutbacks at a couple carriers (CSX and Union Pacific), the
super-heated e-commerce market, and by West Coast port
market share that translate into transloads.
Bentz: Domestically, intermodal market share seems to be
OK, given the circumstances. I see competition intensifying.
Class-8 truck orders are on the rise, reaching and exceeding
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replacement volumes, so clearly the expectation is that
trucking volume will continue to improve.
However, there are some key questions that remain open.
Will the pandemic-driven shift to more online shopping
sustain and grow? Will alternative services (Uber Freight,
Amazon) and smaller order sizes have a longer-term effect on
truckload volumes and pricing? And how soon will autonomous vehicles arrive in meaningful numbers?
LM: How do you view the current levels of intermodal
service? Are things where they need to be and moving in
the right direction?
Hatch: For the big picture, rail service has ended its 2017-

2019 rut and improved greatly. In the very short term, there’s
congestion, as rails have had to deal with the unprecedented
drop in volumes from April to early June. This was followed
by the equally violent recovery in traffic and spot shortages of
formerly furloughed crews. However, this too shall pass.
Bentz: In my recent conversations with intermodal marketing company leaders, the general feeling was that intermodal
service was pretty good overall and that the withdrawal from
some markets was not having a material adverse effect.
The fundamental problem with intermodal service remains
that most lanes, even those with the best service, typically
have one or two “sailings” per day, usually with evening cutoffs. Trucks can leave when they’re loaded without the constraints inherent in intermodal train service and terminal operations. For shippers who have the flexibility in service time,
intermodal is still often a good alternative for at least a part of
their volume, particularly if the economics are compelling.
Gross: The intermodal sector typically has a difficult
time digesting large increases in volume, and that seems
to be the case this time as well. There have been many
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reports of congestion in Southern California for instance.
From a solid data-driven standpoint, the only available
information regards average intermodal train speeds as
reported by the railroads to the STB. This is only marginally
useful because it doesn’t deal with train annulments nor
terminal operations and delays. It does, however, provide
some indication of underlying trends.
Intermodal trains were running very fast by historical
standards during the first half of 2020. The question was
how much of the improvement was due to PSR changes and
how much was simply a function of low volume and plenty of
space on the network. Recent evidence tends to say it was the
latter. Train speeds have come down rapidly in recent weeks
and some railroads have retreated to the point where their
speed is no better than the average they have achieved over
the past five years.
LM: Is pricing where it needs to be for intermodal in light
of the major capital expenditure outlays that continue to
be made by the carriers?
Gross: With the current emphasis on margins and profit-

ability, I believe that the sector should provide adequate profits to support the level of investment required to maintain and
even grow the business, if the railroads are so inclined.
Bentz: This has been a continuing question since the
inception of intermodal, back when it was called “Piggyback”
and before it got respectable. In the good old days, volume
was king, as carriers tried to build critical mass.
The railroads have gotten more sophisticated, more selective and taken a bit of a different tack more recently in shedding lower-margin volume in favor of improving profitability.
As Larry has said, this is not a growth strategy, but it’s a strategy. Additionally, nobody has figured out how to tap the shorter-haul markets, where much of the freight is.
LM: How do you think the intermodal market will look
over the next three years to five years?
Bentz: The biggest impact will come from the influx of

autonomous vehicles and the way in which the underlying rail
carriers respond. It will be an interesting ride.
Shippers would be well advised to include intermodal
services in their RFPs for procuring freight capacity, with an
eye toward using dynamic routing and scheduling so they can
tender loads alternatively to over-the-road or intermodal as
opportunity and circumstances permit.
Hatch: It’s very hard to say at this point in time. Trade is
critical for rails. Will we see a return to normalcy in international trade policies or a return to stability that’s so important
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to foreign direct investment in Mexico and elsewhere? How
will technology evolve in all modes? Will the Pandemic
really be in our rear view mirrors by the beginning of 2021?
What will the lasting changes be? Will we dialogue with
China for all of the legitimate issues and put trade deficits
back in the locker where it belongs?
The opportunities—trade/nearshoring/modal share—are
there. Will the rails take advantage of them? Will geopolitics
and environmental concerns favor intermodal or provide further
artificial constraints? I would bet on a good five-year period for
rail and intermodal, but nothing these days is a sure thing.
Gross: If the railroads continue down the current pathway
of PSR, I expect to see the eventual termination of traileron-flat-car services, with only containers being transported,
as is already the case in Canada and Mexico. The focus will
continue to be on running large point-to-point trains between
major population centers. Secondary services and lanes will
continue to be de-emphasized.
The pandemic is accelerating changes that were already
underway and is triggering new changes as well. In general,
post-pandemic there will be a “great dispersal” in terms of
where freight is coming from, where it’s going to and when it
moves. Importers will diversify away from China and toward
other origins, both overseas and in North America.
Imports will flow toward the United States from overseas
via the shortest route, which from many origins such as
Southeast Asia and India, may well be via the Suez Canal
into the East Coast rather than across the Pacific. This will
result in a shift of traffic from west to east. Nearshoring
into Mexico will create more north-south opportunities
now that the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement
(USMCA) has been ratified.
The shift from brick-and-mortar stores to e-commerce
has been greatly accelerated. This will have supply chain
consequences, including dispersal of inventory and potentially tighter service requirements with greater participation
by parcel carriers, which operate on different schedules
than truckload. Population will become more dispersed with
shifts away from large urban downtowns toward suburban
locations and secondary cities.
These changes will not be quick, but they will be powerful
and evident over time. Many of these changes fly in the face
of the operationally driven changes that PSR is bringing to
the intermodal sector. However, it will be interesting to watch
how the industry responds over the next five years. •

— Jeff Berman is the group news editor
of the Supply Chain Group
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Transportation Best Practices/Trends

The new transportation
management playbook
While shippers work to overcome the challenges introduced by COVID-19
and settle into this new world, a focused approach bridged by digital
capabilities will help bring some semblance of order out of the uncertainty.
Here are three areas to consider on your way to stabilization.
BY SEAN SIMMONS, MICHAEL REISS, FRAN BARKER AND BOB PITTS, ACCENTURE

T

he global COVID-19 pandemic has
caused extreme volatility in supply and
demand, disrupting supply chains unlike
any other crisis. People around the world are living differently and buying differently. No business has been immune to the shifts driven by
this crisis, but the freight and logistics industry
in particular has experienced profound effects.
The accelerated shift to e-commerce has
been one of the biggest impacts on shippers,
and it’s a trend that is here to stay. Our research
shows that the proportion of online purchases by
infrequent e-commerce users—those who used
online channels for less than 25% of purchases
prior to the outbreak—has increased 160% since
the outbreak.
As a result, there has been an exponential
increase in demand for parcel shipments, which has
already exceeded last year’s peak holiday demand.
Furthermore, customers have made it clear that
when given a choice between standard shipping
of three business days to five business days and
same-day delivery, they want the faster option thus
increasing the focus on “last-mile” delivery.
Our analysis predicts that more than 50% of
global e-commerce purchases will be sourced
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locally by 2023—a number that could easily rise
to 70% by 2025. This real-time shift to e-commerce as the preferred buying channel for consumers these days along with the global disruptions from COVID-19 has affected everything
in transportation management.

Parcel
From new surcharges on larger shippers, constrained capacities, service level guarantees
suspensions, and uncertainty of USPS short
term changes, the parcel market has kept shippers on their toes trying to move goods one
package at a time.
With e-commerce demand exceeding peak levels normally seen during the retail holiday seasons,
parcel providers have been working around the
clock to build capacities to match the demand.
However, the record high volumes for this time of
year have not translated to higher growth as profit
levels did not follow commensurately.
This has clearly factored into carriers’ rate
structures and new surcharges as they work to
recover profits that were missed in earlier quarters. At Accenture, we expect upward pressure
on parcel rates to continue as providers increase
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capacities to meet demand. Rate pressure should ease in early 2021 after
providers have caught up to the growing demand and the annual general
rate adjustments are implemented.

Truckload
Truckload volumes, which saw a
demand drop in the early stages of the
pandemic, have seen a steady rise and
are expected to be back to pre-pandemic levels in the short term—
although they are still well below yearover-year levels.
According to the CASS Freight
Index for July 2020, shipment volumes
were down 13.1% relative to same
time in 2019, but are growing. However, recent economic indicators are
showing potentially weaker demand
than expected moving into the fall.
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Spot rates should begin to relax from the
historical levels they’re currently at and
provide opportunity for shippers to lock
in lower rates before the end of the year.

rates and capacities to normalize over
the next few months as supply and
demand balance out.

Outmaneuvering uncertainty

Rail movements
While North America total volumes
are down 12% year-over-year, according to the Association of American
Railroads (AAR), as we move into the
fall, rail movements are also expected
to be back to similar levels seen in
January and February of this year.
These increases in volumes are due
to imports coming back online. Pushing
eastbound loads from West Coast ports
have helped to normalize rail traffic,
which is seeing increases in intermodal
moves, while carloads are still down
relative to the prior year according to
the AAR. Based on this, we expect

Each of these pressures can be dealt
with on their own, but when combined
together with the backdrop of the current
pandemic, they create real challenges.
The impacts of increasing e-commerce, combined with product shortages, workforce changes, demands for
contactless deliveries, and the need
to balance operations with real-time
dynamic changes to local and federal
health mandates has turned transformation management into a chess game.
Companies can no longer just plan
for their next move. They must be
thinking several moves ahead and taking
into consideration all the supply chain
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interactions in between. For example, if
unload times are increasing at customer
sites, that will have a direct impact on
how assets get cycled, furthering the
complexities that shippers were already
facing prior to the pandemic.
There are many unknowns right now,
but what we do know is uncertainty is
here to stay. We also know that it’s very
likely that demand for e-commerce
will continue indefinitely, along with
a permanent change to the way consumers prefer to have goods delivered.
Today shippers are working hour by
hour, leveraging their relationships with
the carrier community, to get trucks
matched to loads.
While this is certainly not a sustainable path, it’s what’s needed to move
product where it needs to go as we continue to navigate a path forward. As the
saying goes, you should never let a good
crisis go to waste—and now is the time
to start to pivot and exploit the right technologies to bring the right level of agility
and intelligence to best navigate these
choppy waters.
Shippers will need to continually
correct their course by reassessing
assumptions, reevaluating scenarios and
strengthening their ability to predict and
respond during this prolonged period of
uncertainty. They need to position their
business for greater resilience and productivity in a future where “business as
usual” no longer exists.
With this in mind, we offer these
three key steps that shippers can take
to move forward and bring profitable
growth to their businesses.
1. Provide real-time visibility into
supply chain activities. Visibility is not
just “seeing” what is going on—but having a real understanding of where goods
and assets are, what their immediate
demands look like, and how the overall
network is adjusting dynamically to the
current markets.
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Our research shows that supply chain leaders are investing
in new technologies to turn data into insights. As they
mature, they move from diagnostic to predictive and
prescriptive business models.
This level of visibility requires the
application of a transformative mindset
to both manage and leverage the data in
conjunction with best of breed analytical tools to foster superior decision-making capabilities and foresee challenges
that are beginning to manifest in the
supply chain.
Our research shows that supply chain
leaders are investing in new technologies to turn data into insights. As they
mature, they move from diagnostic to
predictive and prescriptive business
models. This helps provide a solid basis
for collaboration inside the company
and with ecosystem partners to meet
customer expectations.
2. Broaden and strengthen ecosystem relationships with ongoing
and collaborative communications.
Ecosystem relationships not only help
keep partners on the same page, but
also provide a platform to drive new
value propositions to customers. This,
along with the right level of visibility,
can help to provide the right network
configurations to bring flexibility and
responsiveness—while being asset
light—to drive cost efficiency and optimization across the entire value chain.
Especially in the B2C space,
hyper-personalized experiences bring
a complexity that makes collaborative
innovation, internally and with ecosystem partners, a must. Innovation center
networks are helping more companies
make collaborative innovation a reality.
3. Deploy the right set of digital
capabilities that will deliver the
needed agility to pivot toward growth.
Every supply chain team today should be
constantly evaluating which digital tools
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and capabilities are available to them to
drive a more interconnected network and
put in place the building blocks to create
a truly intelligent supply chain that will
become an engine for growth.
For example, leading B2B companies
are moving toward a product-as-a-service model and are integrating blockchain with AI, the Internet of Things
(IoT) and robotics to enhance their
capabilities in this area.
On the other hand, B2C are building warehouse automation capabilities
and implementing machine-to-machine
order management to achieve speed
and accuracy in fulfilling consumer
orders but also enable customization at
a micro level. In the short term, shippers should focus on those digital tools
that will help bring together the ecosystem, creating the needed visibility to
drive day-to-day operations.
After shippers stabilize their operations by focusing on the three areas
above, they will be in position to make
the transformative journey to the intelligent supply chain that delivers a true
customer-centric supply chain infused
with intelligence.
While we work to overcome the challenges faced by COVID-19 and settle
into this new world, a focused approach
bridged by digital capabilities will help
bring some semblance of order out of
the uncertainty we all face today. •
Sean Simmons, managing director,
supply chain strategy; Michael Reiss,
senior principal, logistics strategy; Fran
Barker, senior manager, logistics procurement strategy; Bob Pitts, principal
director, logistics strategy
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RTLS technology combined with the continued evolution
of WMS user interfaces promises to take inventory
management to a new level by allowing improved visibility
and control. Here’s how RTLS may end up helping inventory
management, alongside proven methods like rigorous bar
code data collection and validation of moves within WMS.

I

BY ROBERTO MICHEL, CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

nventory management takes both
planning and execution. For decades,
execution has relied on bar code data
collection and wireless, system-directed
material moves to exert better inventory
control than paper-based processes can.
But, what if new types of real-time
location system (RTLS) technology
could bring about a constant digital
awareness over inventory, while evolution of warehouse management system (WMS) solutions permits greater
accuracy and on-the-fly inventory
adjustments? Advances in these areas
could help bring about a much tighter
handle on inventory.
RTLS solutions span multiple technologies, including ultrawideband
(UWB) beacons, Bluetooth low energy
(BLE) beacons, as well as more traditional active and passive radio frequency identification (RFID). These
technologies have existed for years and
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have continued to evolve, including
new types of tags and readers.
For all these advancements, don’t
expect the trusty bar code and inventory control functions in WMS to
become less relevant. Most active tag
technology is too pricey to place on
low-cost goods at the each or even case
level, so the sweet spot for much of the
active tag technology will be in tracking assets like reusable bins or pallets,
or perhaps lift trucks, other equipment
or high-value goods.
“The lowest hanging fruit for RTLS
right now is in gaining real-time awareness over pallet moves,” says John
Sidell, founder of consulting firm New
Course. “The benefit with RTLS is you
can achieve better visibility over certain assets or inventory without scanning. In the right environment, you
can have inventory visibility that is real
time and fully dynamic.”
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RTLS advances
Companies with supply chain operations may remember the high expectations around RFID in the early 2000s.
A massive rollout of RFID didn’t materialize, though it has become increasingly
used in retail stores to track high-value
items like apparel.
This new era for RTLS is different. It’s more targeted and builds on
advancements like UWB that can offer
accuracy within 10 centimeters.
“There is certainly an increasing
appetite for real-time location,” says
Nathan Dunn, CEO of BlueCats, a
provider of RTLS solutions. “As the
name suggests, having that instant
visibility of certain assets, which
might include containers, vehicles or
people, increases efficiencies not only
by not having to search for things—it
also creates an exciting foundation to
continually monitor performance.”
Two considerations are key in
determining if RTLS is a good fit,
says Dunn. For one thing, the active
tag needs to be able to physically fit
on the things being tracked. Second,
the value of tracking that asset or
inventory in real time must outweigh
the cost of the tag and supporting
infrastructure.
In many industrial facilities, including distribution centers, time is wasted
trying to locate items like reusable
containers, says Dunn. “There is an
economic value to not having to waste
time locating assets or high-value
materials,” says Dunn.
RTLS also generates a stream of data
that can be analyzed for efficiencies,
adds Dunn. Issues like excessive dwell
time for pallets, containers or vehicles
in certain areas can be monitored, and
alerts generated. Any build-up of congestion in aisles or work areas can also
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The sweet spot
for much of
the active tag
technology will
be in tracking
assets like
reusable bins
or pallets, lift
trucks, other
equipment
or high-value
goods.

be analyzed. “Over time, you can utilize a baseline of data to look at how
to optimize workflows, with methods
like heat maps,” says Dunn.
At Zebra Technologies, which provides multiple types of RLTS solutions,
one fairly recent development is a new
class of passive RFID readers that
can hang overhead key work areas like
receiving, shipping or crossdock staging to monitor movement of tagged pallets, inventory or assets like lift trucks.
The reader is called the ATR7000. One
reader can cover about 1,500 square
feet and automatically gather data
from inexpensive passive RFID tags,
explains Mark Wheeler, director of
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supply chain solutions at Zebra.
While not quite as pinpoint as
UWB, notes Wheeler, passive RFID is
accurate enough to discern if a load is
being staged at the correct dock area or
whether a lift truck has left or arrived at
a crossdock area.
A key benefit of this type of reader,
says Wheeler, is that it doesn’t require
an operator to trigger an RFID scan or
move a load through a narrow reader
portal since the readers are stationed
above each work area to be monitored.
The end result, says Wheeler, is realtime visibility into how inventory or
assets are moving.
“Bar codes area good for transactional
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Workers can get on-screen
visual cues from the WMS
to cut errors and increase
inventory accuracy.

real time of any changes in location or
condition of goods and assets?’” says
Sainathan.

The WMS factor

visibility, but RFID provides for realtime visibility,” Wheeler says. “That’s a
whole different level of visibility that an
execution system can make use of.”
For RTLS to be more effective, a
couple of key capabilities are needed,
according to Premsai Sainathan, director
of marketing with Roambee, a provider
of real-time goods and asset monitoring
solutions. One is to reduce the networking infrastructure that user companies
have to put in place for RTLS, he adds.
The other is actionable analytics.
With Roambee’s monitoring tag,
which tracks location and condition
factors including temperature, the
communications infrastructure is
embedded in each tag, says Sainathan.
In 2019, Roambee partnered with
T-Mobile so these tags can communicate data directly to the Cloud using
T-Mobile’s Narrowband (NB)-IoT network service. This essentially sends the
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data straight from the tags to the Cloud
in a dedicated lane of cellular service for
IoT sensors.
“The sensors just need to be placed
on the assets or goods you need to monitor,” Sainathan says. “It’s infrastructure-free, real-time tracking for location
and condition, which allows you to scale
up easily and go big across many facilities in days. The most important part of
the solution, however, is the wealth of
analytics the sensor data permits.”
RTLS analytics are evolving beyond
the “where is my asset” question
to looking at operational adjustments, says Sainathan. For example,
if some perishable goods go out of
temperature range, or a shipment of
high-value goods is split during transit, analytics can point to the best
adjustments. “The question we are
focusing on is: ‘What should I do for
my business operations—knowing in

WMS has long used wireless bar code
scanning and system-directed activity to
exert control over inventory, but there
are holes in that visibility. You have lag
time since the last scan, and users can
make errors or run across inventory
shortages. WMS solutions need to be
better at dynamic inventory control.
RTLS can potentially payoff for a
DC by being deployed at key “choke
points” such as receiving or shipping,
says Doug Mefford, director of product
management for Manhattan Associates, a WMS provider. However, he
adds, WMS itself should be geared for
easy, effective inventory adjustments.
For example, says Mefford, Manhattan has developed a user interface (UI)
approach that streamlines inventory
lookups and makes it easy to set up
cycle counts, place inventory on hold,
or trigger reslotting, all while walking
the floor rather having to return to a
PC in an office.
For example, a supervisor walking
the floor might see a “license plate”
that has fallen off a load or container
and needs to find out where that
inventory should be. “The ability to
support better ad-hoc management
of inventory while on the floor as
well as many other activities was
really the desired outcome [of our UI
approach],” says Mefford.
Richard Stewart, vice president of
professional services for WMS vendor
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HighJump Software, agrees that today’s
WMS solutions need to make it easy
for users to dynamically manage inventory on the fly. When a user notices
a shortage in a bin, the WMS should
make it easy to trigger a cycle count,
and perhaps put the inventory in that
location on hold until the count is
complete. In other cases, a user may

the same item differently for different
clients, and accurately track space
consumed for each client, or benchmark the amount of time a client’s
inventory sits in a facility.
However, adds Stewart, RTLS
holds potential to track concerns like
the location of labor (people) and key
assets, and for gathering temperature

be able to reduce the labor that would
otherwise be expended on traceability.
However, Denbigh says, a good
WMS remains the foundation for
inventory control. WMS can improve
accuracy by directing workers on what
items that need to be picked or replenished look like (pictures can be embedded on screen), and what the unit of
measure or quantity should be. “If
you consider how most picking errors
tend to happen, it’s usually not about
a worker being in the wrong place, but
picking the wrong thing or the wrong
unit of measure at the correct location,”
says Denbigh. “Inventory accuracy has a
lot to do with how good your WMS is at
providing the right information contextually to the material handler.”

Co-existence

want to trigger a cycle count because a
location is down to just a few items.
These opportunistic cycle counts
should be easy to trigger for authorized
users, says Stewart. When combined
with wireless bar code data collection
and validation steps in the system,
WMS remains the cornerstone of inventory management, Stewart believes. For
third-party logistics (3PL) warehouse
operations, a WMS also needs a range
of other inventory management capabilities, such as the ability to define
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data for cold chain visibility. To date,
he adds, HighJump’s exploration into
RTLS has been on the “labor side” for
issues like path optimization. “We’re
utilizing beacons there to better focus
on the traffic and the pattern optimization,” he says.
Long term, RTLS use in DCs is
likely to see at least some use because
of increasingly strict traceability regulations, says Bill Denbigh, director of
product marketing for Tecsys, a WMS
provider. As RTLS evolves, it should
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Going forward, RTLS may be justified
for more DC operations at key choke
points, even with WMS as the cornerstone solution. “Most warehouses
have good standard operating processes and WMS capabilities to drive
inventory accuracy and movement
transactionally through the facility, so
there may not be a need for real-time
monitoring of on-hand values in every
location,” says Medford.
As Dunn sees it, RTLS plays nicely
with bar codes, since RTLS tags are
often deployed at a vehicle or container level, with bar code scans
offering a way to confirm load details
or associate a tagged asset with load
contents. “There can certainly be
a happy intersection between the
use of bar codes, passive RFID and
RTLS,” says Dunn. “There is not
going to be an overnight transition
away from traditional scanning.” •

—Roberto Michel is a contributing
editor for Logistics Management
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Global Logistics

FTZ Update:

Cross-border trade
may be new sweet
spot for U.S. shippers
By utilizing foreign trade zones this year, U.S. shippers can save
time, money and lower their risk window when doing business
with manufacturers in Mexico and Canada.
BY PATRICK BURNSON, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

W

hile confronting the challenges
posed by the current global
pandemic, logistics managers continue to work on expediting
everything from the smallest parts to
finished products in order to meet market demand. Meanwhile, some supply
chains need to be slowed in response
to the same market forces.
The use of a foreign trade zone (FTZ)
is often tied to delaying or doing final
assembly of goods until the market is
ready for them or until a company has
a new plan. At other times, inventory is
built up in FTZs to prepare for events
such as holidays or back-to-school when
demand will peak. In both cases, utilizing an FTZ allows a company to defer
payments made to U.S. Customs, as
payments are triggered based on when
the material leaves the FTZ and enters
the flow of U.S. commerce.
At the same time, shippers can
narrow their risk window by utilizing
FTZs now, says Resilience360 chairman
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David Shillingford. “The establishment
of foreign trade zones can have an
impact on the network risk profile,” he
says. “For example, the creation of an
FTZ may lead to the development of
logistics and industrial clusters, which
generally means fewer miles need to
be traveled between nodes, reducing
transportation risk.”
Conversely, adds Shillingford, it can
also create industry-specific risk concentration because multiple suppliers are in
the same place. “That could increase the
impact of a major event such as a natural
disaster or a pandemic.”
DHL, the parent company of Resilience360, made a deeper commitment
to cross-border trade late last year in
anticipation of the U.S.-Mexico-Canada
Agreement (USMCA) by expanding its
FTZ facility in El Paso, Texas. Fortunately, FTZs are now eligible for the first
time to use the USMCA rules of origin
to receive the same tariff benefits for
products they make for the U.S. market
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that companies in Canada and Mexico enjoy when exporting products to
the United States.
And now that the treaty has come
into play, logistics managers charged
with adjusting to the new rules are
facing fresh sourcing challenges. “This
is a key pillar for our southern border region,” says Alejandro Palacios,
regional vice president of the south
region for DHL Global Forwarding.
“Our goal is to foster shippers’ own
business in the area, with a special

space to accommodate for the overflow. As of today, we still have freight
pending in the segregated area.”

Political pressure
Adjusting to the new USMCA rules will
not be without its challenges for many
shippers, however, according to Erik
Autor, president of the National Association of Foreign-Trade Zones (NAFTZ).
Autor says that his organization is
fighting to make sure that “a harmful, anti-FTZ provision from the

Adjusting to the new USMCA rules will not be without
its challenges for many shippers.
focus on key industries including
technology, automotive, manufacturing and aerospace.”
According to Palacios, the southern
region of the United States represents
one of the largest manufacturing
centers in North America, and it
is largely due to El Paso’s unique
bi-cultural and bilingual workforce.
Furthermore, it’s the largest metro
area along the Texas-Mexico border
and the sixth-largest city in Texas.
Further evidence of the FTZ border advantage is given by ProTrans,
a sister company of freight forwarder
TOC Logistics International. It was
recently fortunate to avoid “inventory chaos” at its El Paso facility
even though several containers were
already in transit when the pandemic
came to light.
“This caused an overflow in inventory as plants were shut down and
no freight was moving out from the
zone,” says Maria Torres, FTZ coordinator for ProTrans. “The U.S. Customs Border Protection was helpful
in working with the FTZ warehouse
and allowed for additional segregated
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old NAFTA trade agreement” is not
slipped back into the new USMCA
through a legislative maneuver known
as a “technical correction.”
According to Autor, the bill to
implement the original 1993 NAFTA
included a restriction on manufacturing
companies located in a U.S. FTZ that
prevented those companies’ products
from qualifying for NAFTA preferential
treatment when entered into the commerce of the United States.
“Under this restriction, a U.S.-based
FTZ manufacturer making a product
for U.S. consumption that complied
with the NAFTA rules of origin was
nonetheless required to pay U.S. duty
on any non-NAFTA components,” Autor
explains. “But the rules allow manufacturers in Canada and Mexico to ship to
the United States duty free.”
During the many months of NAFTA
renegotiation and subsequent enactment
of USMCA’s implementing legislation,
NAFTZ repeatedly testified and argued
for this harmful restriction to be repealed.
Many NAFTZ members—grantees, operator/users and service providers—joined
the association in that effort.
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“And ultimately, we succeeded,”
notes Autor. “The USMCA bill that
was signed into law earlier this year
repealed all the old NAFTA bill, and no
comparable provision was included in
the new law.” Still, there’s concern that
the Office of the United States Trade
Representative (USTR) may be trying to
re-impose this restriction by inserting a
similar provision in what is known as a
“technical corrections” bill.
Autor maintains that USTR claims
that it was an oversight when they did
not ask Congress to include the restriction in the USMCA bill.
“We believe that without the
harmful NAFTA restriction, the new
USMCA can provide FTZ-based manufacturing firms with new opportunities
to succeed throughout the nation. Now
we need to convince members of Congress to stand up to USTR’s pressure
and keep the FTZ Rules-of-Origin provision out of the technical corrections
bill,” Autor concludes.
On a positive note, however, logistics
managers can finally look forward to FTZs
being eligible for the first time to use the
new USMCA rules of origin to receive
the same tariff benefits for products they
make for the U.S. market that companies in Canada and Mexico enjoy when
exporting products to the United States.

Onshoring advantage
Logistics managers are also discovering
that FTZ operations are an important
process in support of reshoring—an
important consideration considering
that international trade issues remain a
top concern for U.S. companies.
“Operations within an FTZ, whether
manufacturing, kitting, warehousing
or repairing goods, create jobs for
Americans that might otherwise exist
only overseas,” says Rosemary Coates,
President of Blue Silk Consulting,
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adding that FTZ manufacturing operations are particularly important as
they contribute to the nation’s overall
manufacturing economy.
In addition to FTZ-specific jobs,
there’s also a “magnifier effect” on local
economies and related jobs such as customs import processing and documentation as well as trucking operations.
Coates believes that, overall, FTZ operations have a very positive effect on the
U.S. manufacturing economy.
“COVID-19 has been a real wake-up
call for manufacturers, with most of
them in a world of hurt,” says Coates.
“Demand has fallen to dangerously

low levels, resulting in plant shutdowns, closings, and layoffs. But most
importantly, this global pandemic has
exposed the risks in global sourcing and
manufacturing and the risk that is now
evident in the broad deployment of
Lean techniques.”
According to Coates, manufacturers
can now clearly see that dependence on
suppliers solely from China can be devastating, and she contends that it’s time
to mitigate this risk through developing
alternate sources and multi-country
manufacturing sites.
“The fact that many manufacturers
embrace ‘lean’ techniques and processes

has also backfired, not because the
ideas were wrong, but because lean
inventories are kept to a minimum,”
adds Coates. “With no spare inventory,
even the smallest disruption can have
catastrophic results. Over the coming
months, manufacturers should develop
their strategic thinking about risks in
their global supply chains and create
alternative plans—and this includes
bringing products into an FTZ until the
trade war subsides and penalty tariffs
are reduced.” •

—Patrick Burnson is the executive
editor of Logistics Management

FTZs in action: A tale of two ports

A

s shippers adjust to supply
chain changes during COVID19, the Jacksonville Port Authority’s
(JAXPORT) Foreign Trade Zone No.
64—Florida’s largest FTZ by area—
continues to grow.
The FTZ’s expansion is due in large
part to fast application turnaround
times by U.S. Customs and Border
Protection, JAXPORT, and the FTZ
Board in Washington, D.C.
Existing FTZ user Tapestry, Inc.,
parent company of global accessory
design house Coach Inc., recently
expanded its FTZ No. 64 usage, activating an additional 35,000 sq. ft. of its
existing Jacksonville distribution space
“You can’t stop a large supply
chain on a dime, so the fast application turnaround time was critical
for us,” says Jason Nichols, Tapestry’s North American senior director
of global trade and Customs. “We
needed extra space to store product,
while also minimizing costs such as
duties and demurrage. Getting additional FTZ space activated at an existing off-site location gave us a lot more
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flexibility in addressing the situation at
a time when every penny counts.”
To help Northeast Florida businesses better manage cash flow
during this time, JAXPORT is currently
deferring the application fee for all
new FTZ No. 64 applications. New
FTZ shippers can defer the one-time
$2,500 application fee for 90 days
from their application date, and take
advantage of the substantial savings,
including import duty deferral or reduction or elimination of fees that a
foreign trade zone offers.
On the U.S. West Coast, the Port of
San Francisco has taken advantage of
its FTZ at Pier 80 to enable Fremont,
CA-based auto manufacturer Tesla to
choose the duty rates during customs

entry procedures that apply to electric
passenger vehicles and related components—duty-free to 3.4%.
Furthermore, Tesla is able to
avoid duty on foreign-status components that become scrap or
waste. Customs duties are also deferred or reduced on foreign-status
production equipment.
Andre Coleman, the port’s maritime director, says all these benefits
encourage shippers and manufacturers to continue cargo movement
and domestic operations. “Which
means that San Francisco and all
of the Greater Bay Area becomes
an even more attractive hub for job
creation,” he concludes.
—Patrick Burnson, executive editor
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Lift Truck Series

Trends converge
around labor
efficiencies
The shiny new technology may be autonomous
lift trucks, but the driverless truck is far from the
only trend—and may not be the best step for some
operations. Other technologies, including fleet
management and telematics, cameras and virtual
reality training present a spectrum of technologies
that can make lift truck operations more efficient.
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BY ROBERTO MICHEL,
CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

P

lenty of lift truck technologies are in play—so many that it can
be daunting to pick the winners. Just a few include autonomous
lift trucks, telematics and fleet software, virtual reality (VR) software, and digital cameras that integrate with truck forks.
One thing all these technologies have in common is the ability to
improve labor efficiency. As a result, one can assess value by how much
efficiency a technology can bring to an operation relative to its cost.
Think of it as a sliding scale for lift truck technologies.
Few distribution centers are ready to acquire an entire fleet of autonomous
trucks, but many can benefit from smaller investments like adding cameras
or telematics to conventional vehicles, or perhaps going to full automation for
some workflows, explains Jack Kaumo, director of iWarehouse solutions for
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Raymond Corp., a lift truck vendor.
“The overall theme we’re seeing right
now is labor,” says Kaumo. “Labor is consistently a top concern because of the
shortage of skilled operators and also retention of operators. That makes improving
labor efficiencies fundamental.”
Lift truck suppliers offer a broad
range of technologies, including telematics and fleet software, autonomous lift
trucks, and other advancements like lithium ion (Li-ion) trucks. Another shift in
the market is that vendors are now focusing more on solutions and systems, says
Brian Markison, senior director of sales
and marketing with lift truck provider
Unicarriers Americas Corp.
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“From the customer’s perspective,
it’s more than buying iron now, because
you’re putting in these vehicles as part
of an overall process that is aimed at
meeting some productivity improvement
goals,” says Markison. “So, as a vendor,
you must be able to provide products as
part of a solution.”
Here is a look at few of the top lift
truck technologies, with an eye to how
they help make an operation more
productive and safer.

Fully autonomous
While fully autonomous lift trucks carry
a higher price tag than conventional
trucks of similar type, they can bring

payback by fully automating select workflows, especially repetitive transportation. While some autonomous vehicles
are capable of vertical lifting tasks,
horizontal transportation are perhaps the
best fit, says Markison.
“Right now, good applications [for
autonomous] are transportation scenarios like crossdocking, or transporting
pallets from receiving to storage staging,
or in a DC that serves manufacturing,
moving goods from receiving to a manufacturing line,” says Markison.
Unicarriers partners with Rocla to
offer Rocla’s automatic guided vehicle
(AGV) solutions to the Americas. These
vehicles can autonomously lift loads.
Unicarriers also has a partnership with
Vecna Robotics, a provider of autonomous mobile robots (AMRs), though
which Unicarriers manufactures and promotes their pallet jacks running Vecna’s
Pivotal automation software.
Ultimately, it depends on customer
needs as to what type of driverless lift
trucks and applications will bring the
most value, Markison says, but eliminating longer haul, repetitive moves, is
a top consideration. “With autonomous
vehicles, you take some of the pressure
off your traditional vehicles and their
operators, allowing them to focus on
high-value tasks,” Markison says.
Autonomous trucks shine at both
longer haul “horizontal” duties as well
as the need to lift goods vertically, says
Kevin Paramore, emerging technology
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commercialization manager for Yale
Materials Handling, a lift truck provider. “The technology’s value comes in
providing for very consistent, repeatable processes while reducing labor
requirements,” Paramore says.
Paramore advises that autonomous
lift trucks, tow tractors and other robotic
vehicles typically don’t operate as fast or
aggressively as a human operated equivalent does, which is why Yale figures
it takes about 1.3 robotic lift trucks to
replace the workload of one human-operated vehicle. However, with many DCs
running multiple shifts, while struggling
to find enough operators, robotic trucks
can bring payback in as little as two

Autonomous trucks shine at both longer
haul horizontal duties as well as the need
to lift goods vertically.
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years for a two-shift operation.
Additionally, says Paramore, robotics
can pick a pallet off the floor level and
onto a conveyor, as well as lift trucks
capable of lifting pallets to higher positions in multi-level storage. In fact, says
Paramore, because of the way robotic
lift trucks instantly process sensor and
camera data to govern movements, a
robotic lift truck can begin to be just as
efficient as a skilled reach truck operator
when handling pallets more than three
positions high, and even faster than
most human operators at higher levels.
Paramore agrees, however, that
robotic trucks and tow tractors are well
matched to longer horizontal moves,
or tasks like hauling and returning
waste bins. In a more manual lift truck
fleet, such repetitive duties eat up
considerable operator time, which can

influence employee burnout. “The X
that we’re often trying to solve with
robotics is helping our customers
reduce employee churn and all the
costs associated with that like training,”
says Paramore.
Fully automated trucks are ideal
for tasks that involve repetitive movements, agrees Raymond’s Kaumo, such
as inbounding processes, or shuttling
non-conveyables. Today, if done with
conventional trucks or tuggers, such
workflows eat up a lot of labor capacity
with what Kaumo calls “windshield
time.” Raymond also offers an automated stacker truck for moving loads
from floor to conveyor.
On the other hand, Kaumo says,
some DCs or workflows might not yet
call for full automation, but could benefit from partial automation using Ray-
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mond’s zoning and positioning, or “ZaP”
technology. This technology uses some
guidance infrastructure to transmit
instructions to compatible trucks, overriding manual controls to allow for precision guidance. With ZaP guidance, the
most efficient paths are always taken,
says Kaumo. “It’s a semi-automated path
to start seeing some of the benefits of
automation,” he says.
Lift truck provider Crown Equipment
offers autonomous trucks such as a tow
tractor that is capable of switching into
manual mode when needed, according
to Andy Smith, director of marketing
product management for Crown.
“What we are hearing from our
customers is a growing need for these
dual-mode type of lift trucks,” says
Smith. “Manual operation makes it
easy to manually move vehicles to
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Robotic end riders can automate
workflows and moves that eat
up considerable operator time
with conventional vehicles.

accommodate dynamic changes in
the production plan, retrieve vehicles
from the floor, move them into storage,
deliver them for maintenance, or use
them in unique situations without the
need for specialized operator training.”

Software steps
Lift truck vendors also continue to
expand their software offerings. For
example, in addition to fleet software,
Raymond also offers labor management
software. Rather than using engineered
standards, says Kaumo, the software
integrates with multiple data sources
including vehicle telematics and warehouse management software to monitor
task execution times and come up with
optimal performance levels.
“This [software] uses actual data,
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based on what workers are doing right
now, and develops goals and metrics
from that,” Kaumo says.
Not only can labor management be
used by supervisors to see which workers are the top performers and which
are slipping below goal, it also provides
valuable insight on what it costs a DC
to serve its customers, and can also be
used for labor planning and forecasting,
says Kaumo.
Fleet software and telematics are
another way to ensure operations stay
productive, notes Paramore. Managers
can see analytics in the software on
trends such as working time spent
moving or lifting, or time spent with
the key in the “on” position. The
software also digitizes pre-shift checklists and lets managers see trends on
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checklist failures.
Fleet software can also facilitate
updating checklists to ensure vehicles
are being properly sanitized between
shifts, and the software and telematics allow for access control so unauthorized users can’t hop on and use
a vehicle. “In this time of Covid-19
challenges, checklists can be updated
to reinforce and remind operators of
the importance of following sanitation
or protective mask standards, while
with access control have digital control and traceability over who is using
each vehicle,” says Paramore.
In this era of social distancing,
the pre-shift digital checklist function is definitely being tweaked to
add questions about sanitation and
use of protective gear, agrees Mark
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Stanton, general manager for PowerFleet, a provider of telematics and fleet
management software. Additionally, says
Stanton, telematics provides for access
control and a digital record of who has
used each vehicle and when, which also
supports health protection practices.
“With a system like ours, you know
exactly what equipment an operator
touched, when it was touched, and over
what period of time,” says Stanton. “So
[telematics] can give you a great deal
more control and insight over chain of
custody for your assets.”
Another software tool is VR. Not only
can VR training speed up the onboarding, it can expand the skill set of existing
operators, says Kaumo, or teach a new
workflow, like how to move loads for
hand-off to newly deployed automation.
“There can be a module created in the
VR system [to teach a new workflow] and
the operator can hop on a truck, put it in
virtual mode, and learn how to do it without actually moving the truck,” he says.

Sensors and cameras
Telematics makes extensive use of
sensors, but some vendors are also
adding additional sensing to provide
real-time locationing over where
workers are, or assets like pallets.
Powerfleet is exploring new types of
location-based services that make use
of technology such as ultrawideband
(UWB) and Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE), says Stanton. PowerFleet’s
acquisition last fall of Pointer Telocation provides PowerFleet with additional locationing tech, he adds.
For users, real-time knowledge of
the location over lift trucks, warehouse associates, or other tracked
objects like returnable containers will
allow for better congestion management, says Stanton. As he explains,
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“we can have a great deal more views
and appreciation of how the industrial
engineering aspects of a facility are
actually doing, like whether trucks are
taking the optimum routes. We can
develop heat maps for an operation
and avoid bottlenecks.”
Digital cameras can be considered
another form of sensing. For example,
multiple vendors offer fork-mounted
cameras to guide fork placement. These
cameras can integrate with the vehicle’s
display screen so operators can see where
forks are positioned when handling loads
that might be up several levels. Kaumo
likens integrated fork-view cameras to
the cameras now being used on cars and
light trucks so consumers can do things
like back up safely, or with some vehicles,
automatically backup a trailer. Kaumo
says that with Raymond’s fork camera
option, there is a laser in the camera that
enables the operator to see where the
center of a pallet is.
Fork-mounted camera systems
address two key goals of lift truck operations—enhanced productivity and safety,
says Thieme Wels, content marketer with
Stoneridge-Orlaco, a vendor that provides
the systems. They also keep operators
from having to crane their necks to try to
see where the forks are.
“Camera systems increase safety and
improve ergonomics,” says Wels. “They
give operators a better view, which saves
time and increases productivity.”
A new feature for Yale is a pair of
digital cameras integrated with a vehicle’s telematics impact sensor. When
an impact occurs, a mobile app feature
presents users with a video clip that
shows 3 minutes prior to the impact
and 3 minutes after. “You get a visual
record of what happened, and enhanced
accountability,” says Paramore.
The integrated camera setup from

Yale can also be used to capture video
footage on demand to visually document
situations the operator sees in the DC
that merit review, or to take a still image
of a load or pallet as it’s being placed for
loading or transfer. “The camera provides
another layer of accountability when it
comes to the condition of goods being
transferred to partners,” says Paramore.

Power sources
Battery technology continues to evolve,
with lithium ion (Li-ion) power becoming
an option for electric trucks versus leadacid batteries. Li-ion is attractive for its
fast charging times, light weight, and small
form factor. Paramore says Yale is supporting Li-ion in multiple ways, including a
battery box replacement program, which
integrates Li-ion batteries with the battery
charge indicator and lift interrupt system.
Yale also have developed vehicles fully
designed on Li-ion characteristics.
In a fully integrated Li-ion vehicle
such as a sit-down counterbalanced
forklift that Yale offers, the vehicle offers
a lower seat and floor plate to make it
easier to get on and off, as well as more
head room, notes Paramore. An integrated Li-ion vehicle also has an optimal
center of gravity for the weight of the
power source, which enhances handling.
All of these tech innovations, from
autonomous trucks to new features in fleet
software, cameras, or Li-ion powered units,
boil down to easing customer concerns
around productivity, safety and employee
turnover. “All of these technologies are
about making the customers life easier and
operationally pain free,” says Paramore.
“If we’re doing something with technology
that does not align with the objective, we’re
doing something wrong.” •

—Roberto Michel is a contributing
editor for Logistics Management
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Re-examining
lift truck power
structure
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f, at any point, materials handling professionals find themselves
saying “this is the way we’ve always done it,” then alarm bells
should start ringing. Between technological advancement, labor
shortages and competitive pressures, the companies that challenge
their own assumptions are often richly rewarded.
Data and visibility are exposing previously hidden opportunities for
efficiency, and even less sophisticated operations can lean on equipment partners’ growing data analysis capabilities. One of the biggest
blind spots is hiding in plain sight: the forklift fleet’s power source.
“In the literal sense, power is the most important aspect of any
materials handling operation, as it drives fleet performance,” says
Harold Vanasse, senior director of marketing of motive power for
the Americas at EnerSys. “When it comes to overall operational
improvement, knowledge is power.”
In the past, manually tracking data around battery productivity
and performance was a tedious and often ineffective process. This
made it difficult to manage an individual battery, much less to
identify any broader fault in operations. As for internal combustion
(IC) forklifts, telematics and data collection solutions have taken
a bit longer to penetrate the market, according to Jeremy Wishart,
director of off-road business development for the Propane Education and Research Council (PERC).
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Although a fleet’s power source is often taken
for granted, the benefits of adding, changing
or replacing power sources can have
far-reaching operational impacts.

“Telematics have been part of the
huge push for electric power and are
partly responsible for the growth of
the electric market,” says Wishart. “It
wasn’t until recently that it became an
accepted feature on an IC or propane
lift truck.”
Analyzing fleet performance data
can expose opportunities for process
improvement, which is a great way to
optimize the fleet and its operators.
However, if these efforts are based
around the assumption that the power
source is set in stone, fleet managers
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could be missing even greater rewards.
Comprehensive analysis can provide a
more precise calculation of the benefits
of transitioning from electric to IC or
vice versa. It might even convince a
reluctant manager to consider using
more than one power source.
To help users uncover and pursue
potential power options, we spoke with
a propane expert, a battery expert and a
fleet management expert. All agree that
the landscape is dramatically different
than a few years ago—and that the best
is yet to come.
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Looking under the hood
In the last 24 months, Steven LaFevers, vice president of emerging technology for Hyster, says motive power
inquiries from current and prospective
customers have been far above average.
“They understand the technology curve
has advanced dramatically in the last
three years, and costs have changed,”
he says. “They’re looking at options
that didn’t exist five years ago.”
Still, LaFevers expressed surprise at
how few customers understand available
power options. The lack of awareness is

partly a product of purchasing habits.
For the last 30 or 50 years, power
conversations were solely with power
companies,” says LaFevers. “A lead-acid
battery company tends to talk about
lead-acid and their power study will
rarely point the customer elsewhere. It’s
beneficial to deal with power-agnostic
players that support all power sources.”
In addition to conventional lead-acid
batteries, customers might evaluate
virtually maintenance-free thin plate
pure lead (TPPL) models, lithium-ion or
hydrogen fuel cell alternatives. Generally,
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Telematics are moving into the internal
combustion space, addressing idle time
and optimizing fuel usage.

says fuel cell products exist to challenge
those pains, offering a three-minute
refill and run time as long as nine hours.
Compare this to six or seven hours for a
new lead-acid battery, which will inevitably decrease over time.
“If an operator suddenly finds that
they’re low on hydrogen, the impact is
very brief because it takes about three
minutes to refill,” says LaFevers. “That’s
not true with any other power source.
Fuel cells, lithium-ion, and advanced
lead acid batteries can be incredibly
helpful to operator productivity.”

Leading the charge

one-shift applications will find lead-acid
is the best choice. For two-shift operations—if they can remember to plug
in—LaFevers says TPPL or lithium-ion
is often ideal. For three shifts, fuel cells
are probably the best choice. But, there
are always exceptions.
“When you think about managing
power, the first step is to observe the
pain points,” LaFevers says, listing common pains like the infrastructure cost
for battery changes, protective equipment and safety risks, and under- and
over-charging batteries. “Then it’s all
about the effectiveness and availability
of your charging habits. Pain points and
charging habits are the two pillars of
any thoughtful choice for power.”
Buying new batteries is only part of
the solution. The customer is responsible for enforcing optimal charging
habits, which is not as easy as it might
seem. Forgetting to charge is a chronic
and pervasive problem in most indus-
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tries, and LaFevers sees many sites with
forklifts parked at charging areas, but
not plugged in. He describes a customer
that was honest about their shortcomings in this area, but the application
demanded consistent power availability.
Even though they only run one shift,
they went with lithium-ion because they
were willing to pay a premium to address
their pains.
“We use a lot of data to decide,” says
LaFevers. “There’s a hypothesis that
lithium-ion is a good solution for threeshift applications, and we found that’s
true only if the operator has a more than
90% success rate at charging. That’s
nearly impossible with distractions and
leanness of the workforce. If they have
a 10-minute break, they’re not going to
spend five of that to charge.”
Power is all about productivity, LaFevers says, and given that labor strains
affect any materials handling equipment
today, productivity is top of mind. He
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Electric forklifts make up an estimated
65% of the North American market and
80% of the European market. As mentioned above, electrics in the post-recession era benefited greatly from the rapid
development of telematics solutions.
Despite a coinciding spike in battery
costs over that time, technologies for
monitoring battery and fleet performance helped users boost productivity
and extend batteries’ lifespan enough
to more than offset their initial price.
Coupled with a favorable sustainability
profile, electrics appealed to companies
pursuing “green” initiatives.
The umbrella of “telematics” covers
quite a large assortment of technologies, of which battery management
is a subset. The success of the latest
solutions is measured not by the
quantity of data produced, but by how
it targets a specific user’s pain points
and provides actionable intelligence.
Vanasse outlines a few general tiers of
battery management programs.
“Deciding on the right program
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The right battery and charging technology can be transformative—but the benefits are limited without disciplined charging practices.

is dependent on the complexity of
battery systems, the aggressiveness
of operational goals and the level of
involvement from the management
team,” Vanasse says. “Customers now
have the power to predict and reduce
operational costs, and to improve and
sustain productivity.”
Top tier programs generate
reports to identify batteries that are
under-performing or require repair,
but they also help determine evolving
battery needs to ensure users can
meet current demands. Users can base
every power-related decision on solid
evidence and thorough analysis.
Vanasse says this streamlines budgeting for short- and long-term asset
requirements, helps properly size battery
and charger fleets based on actual usage,
and accurately quantifies ROI for new
technologies or operational changes.
Vanasse adds that a battery monitor
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is a foundational element, collecting
granular, real-time readings of battery
temperature, water level, discharge
current, charge current, cell voltage
balance and state of charge (SOC).
Aside from more sophisticated battery
management systems, he describes a
computerized battery selection system
and management report program. A relatively easy way to collect power data
and make it actionable, this automated
system—supported by reports and daily
alerts—can help users right size their
battery and charger fleet, significantly
cut battery changing times and minimize capital and maintenance costs.
“Identifying the best batteries for
shift changes can be a key first step to
ensuring a battery fleet reaches its full
lifecycle,” says Vanasse. The next step
is battery-mounted monitors that users
can periodically check manually, followed by the real-time monitoring for

those who need more frequent updates.
“The key difference between today
and 10 years ago is the analytics that
make selection and sizing decisions
more accurately. This lowers costs and,
perhaps more importantly, means the
power source can dependably power
their lift trucks.”

Igniting the debate
PERC’s Wishart says telematics solutions for propane and other IC forklifts
took more time because manufacturers
initially poured a lot into the development of next-generation electric forklifts, which was around the same time
telematics broke onto the scene.
“As they got the electric models figured out, they were able to step back
and re-engineer or update IC to make
use of telematics,” says Wishart. “Specifically, the manufacturers who supply
a lot of propane equipment like Toyota,
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MCFA, UniCarriers and Clark. I think
they recognized an opportunity for the
IC customers without telematics.”
Based on customer feedback, a lot of
fleet managers are trying to significantly
reduce idle time for IC equipment.
Telematics solutions also help with
speed management and route planning,
and further enhance safety by tracking
incidents and close calls. A strong focus
is on the process of changing tanks.
“They want to change less often, and
fleet managers are finding out there’s
still a lot more fuel in the cylinder,”
Wishart says. “If they were accustomed
to just switching before every shift, now
they’re changing based on telematics
on an as-needed basis, instead of highly
preventative and wasteful practices.”
The right approach should take larger
factors into account. How much space
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is available? What are forklift operators capable of doing? Do they operate
indoors, outdoors or both? What are the
true environmental impacts?
“The general perception is that electric is the only ‘green’ solution, but that
is now being questioned,” Wishart says.
“The true emissions profile is becoming
a hot topic for a lot of fleet managers
and warehouse managers. We refer to
that as the green/green issue. There’s
emissions and the environment, then
there’s green in terms of dollars staying
with you or going out the door.”
Around the time of the recession, a
lot of fleet managers were, if not complacent, then comfortable in terms of
the equipment they were being supplied,
whether electric or IC. Wishart says they
stopped doing a lot of homework and
accepted the new norm. “They became
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used to the higher-than-average IC fuel
prices because that was part of economics worldwide,” he says. “Once they realized they had become comfortable and
then looked at fuel prices and the cost
of equipment again, they started to see
that costs are coming back down.”
New propane engines are highly
efficient, low-emission and cost-effective. Many forklift users are transitioning back to fuel from electric, and
it’s now more common to see both
used in a single facility.
“There’s still a fear of using more than
one energy source, but we’re seeing that
fear decrease,” Wishart says. “Some have
four different power sources in the same
facility. Managers want the right piece
of equipment for the job, and that might
call for multiple power sources. That will
become the norm going forward as forklifts go higher, just-in-time inventory grows
and everyone looks for faster cycles.”
Wishart acknowledges his bias
toward propane, but also emphasizes
that PERC’s education efforts are not
just marketing. The goal is to present
propane’s story with as much thirdparty data as possible, while advancing
R&D efforts focusing on ultra-low and
near-zero emissions.
PERC is working with partners to
develop everything from waste heat
management to hybridization to exhaust
filtration technologies. The idea is to
keep a finger on the pulse so PERC can
shift as the market shifts.
“There’s an ‘electrify everything’
movement like we see on the West
Coast, and I have nothing against
electric, but it has to be about the
economics, from the user up to the
regulators and government as well,”
adds Wishart. “To make a blanket
approach to get everyone to go electric
could be potentially damaging.” •
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TOP 30 OCEAN CARRIERS:

HIGHER PROFITS
as demand ramps up

Industry experts maintain that ocean carriers may have finally
figured out how to make money this year, as sluggish demand
last summer made sustainable pricing more important than ever.
Shippers now can’t afford to miss vital bookings this peak
season, thereby committing to contracts early.

F

BY PATRICK BURNSON, EXECUTIVE EDITOR

ollowing a six-month lull in shipper demand during the heightened COVID-19
crisis, container volumes are now surging as consumer confidence strengthens,
manufacturing ramps up and retailers seek to rebuild their inventories.
Maritime industry analysts for the London-based Transport Intelligence (Ti) note
that ocean cargo carriers may finally be seeing some brighter days ahead.
In fact, two leading container shipping lines reported relatively robust figures at the
second quarter and half-year point in advance of peak season, confirming the general
trend toward solid profits in the face of weak volumes. Maersk saw earnings jump by
25% year-on-year over the second quarter. This was despite revenue falling by 6.5%
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U.S. Maritime Exports
Data available from 01/01/2020 - 08/18/2020

RANK

OPERATOR

EXPORT TEU

1

MSC-MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING
COMPANY S A (MSCU)

908,144.27

2

OCEAN NETWORK EXPRESS PTE LTD
(ONEY)

865,914.41

3

HAPAG LLOYD A G (HLCU)

683,152.01

4

CMA-CGM (CMDU)

620,321.57

5

MAERSK LINE (MAEU)

605,944.11

6

EVERGREEN LINE (EGLV)

464,336.02

7

ORIENT OVERSEAS CONTAINER LINE
LTD (OOLU)

423,635.57

8

CHINA OCEAN SHIPPING COMPANY
(COSU)

352,461.01

9

APL CO PTE LTD-NOL GROUP (APLU)

308,036.84

10

YANG MING MARINE TRANSPORT
CORP (YMLU)

287,459.26

11

HAMBURG SUD (SUDU)

216,136.08

12

HYUNDAI MERCHANT MARINE (HDMU)

209,667.16

13

SEABOARD MARINE LTD (SMLU)

184,443.24

14

ZIM INTEGRATED SHIPPING SERVICES
LTD (ZIMU)

98,514.41

15

A P MOLLER-MAERSK A/S (SEAU)

78,965.51

16

SM LINE CORPORATION (SMLM)

50,820.01

17

SAFMARINE CONTAINER LINES
(HEREINAFTER SAFMARINE) (SAFM)

34,611.67

18

CROWLEY LINER SERVICES INC
(CAMN)

33,632.01

19

KING OCEAN SERVICES LIMITED INC
(KOSL)

31,842.62

20

INDEPENDENT CONTAINER LINE LTD
(IILU)

29,999.51

21

ATLANTIC CONTAINER LINE AB (ACLU)

28,255.34

22

ANL SINGAPORE PTE LTD (ANLC)

22,291.51

23

PACIFIC INTERNATIONAL LINES (PTE)
LTD (PABV)

11,975.01

24

GRIMALDI DEEP SEA S P A (GDSL)

10,053.25

25

DOLE OCEAN CARGO EXPRESS
(DOLQ)

6,078.01

26

CG RAILWAY INC (CGRW)

4,574.00

27

WAN HAI LINES LTD (WHLC)

4,283.65

28

WALLENIUS WILHELMSEN LOGISTICS
AMERICAS LLC (WLWH)

3,517.00

29

LINEA PENINSULAR INC (LPUS)

3,308.01

30

MAERSK LINE LIMITED (MAEI)

1,274.01

Source: Descartes Datamyne
All information above is given as guidance only
and in good faith without guarantee.
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and volumes heading down by 15%.
According to Maersk, the key to this success was
what it called “agile capacity deployment” in its core
container shipping business. However, other parts of the
group were also fairly stable, with logistics experiencing
markedly higher profits despite demand being fairly flat.
Company officials said that this might be due to a better
performance in its role as a third-party logistics (3PL)
provider and forwarder. Furthermore, the terminals business was also more profitable in the face of soft demand.
The picture at Hong Kong-based Orient Overseas (International) Limited (OOIL), owner of OOCL shipping line,
was slightly different, with first-half revenue edging up by
3.9% year-on-year, but operating profits falling by over 20% to
$155 million. Container volumes fell just 3%. Overall revenue
per twenty-foot equivalent units (TEU) increased over the
period, with the Asia-Europe route being particularly buoyant.
Like Maersk, OOIL says that it managed by “paying
careful attention to customer demand and reviewing and
calibrating services accordingly on a timely basis,” along
with paying closer attention to “prioritized cost management during the anticipated tough conditions of 2020.”
“The fact the robustness of the container shipping
sector is no longer a surprise is quite remarkable,” says
Thomas Cullen, an analyst at Ti. “At one time it might
have been expected that sustained falls of this magnitude would have led to the severest distress in this
market. It also would have led to large falls in prices.”
Yet, this is no longer the case, adds Cullen, who notes
that while this might seem to be good news for both investors and those in the shipping sector, it may not be quite
so positive for those logistics managers seeking to leverage
better container rates during Peak Season.
Meanwhile, OOIL spokesmen have stated that they
have ordered five new 25,000 TEU vessels, something
that in the past would have assumed to have “implications” for the balance between demand and supply, and
thus freight rates, observes Cullen. “In the present structure of the container shipping industry, however, it may
not wise to make such assumptions,” he concludes.

Lacking discipline
Other analysts agree that ocean cargo carriers have a
spotty record of maintaining vessel capacity deployment
discipline over the long-term. Paul Bingham, director of
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U.S. Maritime Imports
transportation freight consulting at IHS Markit, says that it’s
been especially poor in the last decade.
“There remains a fundamental imbalance between total
vessel fleet capacity and demand, that carriers only partially
overcome through blanked sailings, slow steaming and the
vessel lay-ups,” says Bingham. He further notes that container operators recently “have been more restrained” in placing
additional vessel orders, resulting in a declining backlog in the
shipyards’ orderbooks as new vessels are completed.
According to the International Maritime Organization
(IMO), the global containership orderbook as seen as a percentage of the world fleet, has dropped to a historic low point
in September. This represents a continued decline over the
past few years, analysts add, noting that the orderbook-to-fleet
ratio now stands at only 9.4% or 2.21 million TEUs.
According to DHL Global Forwarding’s latest report on
the ocean freight market, the top nine carriers now have 86
ships of over 10,000 TEU on order representing a capacity of
1,47 million TEU, but many of these projects may be stalled
as a consequence of an uncertain market and COVID-19.
Currently, two carriers with the largest orderbooks are CMA
CGM and Evergreen, which belong to the same OCEAN
Alliance. The Alliance already has a market share of 39.5% on
the trans-Pacific and 38.7% on the Asia-Europe trade.
Yet the deployment of 57 extra ships with a capacity of
more than 10,000 TEU (representing over 1 million TEU),
may be a challenging task in times of expected low cargo demand growth, industry observers say. THE Alliance
members have 24 mega-vessels on order (349,000 TEU),
while the 2M partners have only 5x 23,650 TEU ships in the
pipeline, says Stephen Fletcher, an analyst for Alphaliner, a
Paris-based maritime consultancy.
“While the major carriers are currently enjoying strong
cargo demand and healthy spot rates on the two biggest eastwest trades, it has yet to measure how cargo demand will
evolve after peak season,” Fletcher concludes.

General rate increases
Meanwhile, leading ocean carriers have been inclined to
impose a series of general rate increases (GRIs) based on
an analysis of their costs. Carriers argue that this must be
done to maintain viability in the market and to ensure that
necessary maintenance and upgrades are performed. This
is exacerbated for shippers when a peak season Ssurcharge
(PSS) is also charged.
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Data available from 01/01/2020 - 08/26/2020

RANK

OPERATOR

IMPORT TEU

1

MSC-MEDITERRANEAN SHIPPING
COMPANY S A - MEDU (MSCU)

2

MAERSK LINE (MAEU)

913,736.30

3

EVERGREEN LINE (EGLV)

835,672.88

4

OCEAN NETWORK EXPRESS PTE LTD
(ONEY)

755,545.90

5

CMA-CGM (CMDU)

732,290.07

6

HAPAG LLOYD A G (HLCU)

659,811.41

7

COSCO SHIPPING LINES CO LTD
(COSU)

535,926.05

8

ORIENT OVERSEAS CONTAINER LINE
LTD (OOLU)

435,842.14

9

APL CO PTE LTD-NOL GROUP (APLU)

362,273.31

10

BLUE ANCHOR AMERICA LINE (BLUE
ANCHOR LINE) (BANQ)

327,655.89

11

EXPEDITORS INTERNATIONAL OF
WASHINGTON INC (EXDO)

285,576.91

12

HYUNDAI MERCHANT MARINE (HDMU)

284,187.71

13

HAMBURG SUED (SUDU)

273,352.22

14

CHRISTAL LINES (CHSL)

255,988.06

15

YANG MING MARINE TRANSPORT
CORP (YMLU)

254,992.32

16

APEX SHIPPING CO (AMAW)

241,419.76

17

ZIM INTEGRATED SHIPPING SERVICES
LTD (ZIMU)

222,611.59

18

ORIENT EXPRESS CONTAINER CO INC
(OERT)

182,918.30

19

HONOUR LANE SHIPPING LTD (HNLT)

163,445.47

20

SEABOARD MARINE LTD (SMLU)

159,109.50

21

TRANSFRUT EXPRESS LIMITED (TFXL)

154,817.54

22

DANMAR LINES LTD (DMAL)

137,269.03

23

SEALAND (SEAU)

129,951.58

24

TOPOCEAN CONSOLIDATION SERVICE
(LOS ANGELES) INC (TOPO)

126,031.42

25

GREAT WHITE FLEET CORP (GWFC)

113,987.86

26

SCHENKEROCEAN (HONG KONG)
(SHKK)

109,862.60

27

HECNY SHIPPING LIMITED (HYSL)

106,556.73

28

DSV OCEAN TRANSPORT (DSVF)

91,837.66

29

SM LINE CORPORATION (SMLM)

73,832.40

30

ORIENT STAR TRANSPORT INTL LTD
(OSTI)

68,707.08

1,158,257.11

Source: Descartes Datamyne
All information above is given as guidance only
and in good faith without guarantee.
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Jon Monroe, president of Monroe Consulting in Shanghai, says that his shipper clients were concerned about
pending GRIs increasing until China’s Ministry of Transport stepped in last September to set a limit.
“Though many people feel the carriers deserve an
increase, at what point does it become obscene?” asks
Monroe. “We had three GRIs within the first four weeks
that contracts were signed. Everyone choked on that, but
were able to justify it because the carriers needed it.”
According to Monroe, most U.S. importers have been
reeling with these increases, as senior logistics managers
in most companies had to take a walk to the C-suite to
explain the cost impact.
“First small increases…then they just kept coming,” says
Monroe. “Imagine having to justify a doubling of the cost of
your inbound transportation budget. At what point does this
become ridiculously stupid? When is a contract enforceable
and who will administer the enforcement of contracts? Just
another week working in the trans-Pacific trade.”

On a final encouraging note, Monroe points to the fact
that the Federal Maritime Commission (FMC) has stared
an investigation of carriers who may be colluding on rates
in the trans-Pacific.
“The FMC is now actively monitoring for any potential
effect on freight rates and transport service levels, using a
variety of sources and markers, including the exhaustive information that parties to a carrier agreement must file with the
agency,” says Monroe. “It can’t come soon enough.” •
Patrick Burnson is the executive editor of
Logistics Management
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Patrick Burnson is executive editor
of Logistics Management. To contact
Patrick with feedback or a story
idea, please send an e-mail to
pburnson@peerlessmedia.com.

Humanitarian Logistics: Fighting the
good fight for West Coast farm workers
As we reportED in our “Top 30 Ports” feature in
May, ocean cargo gateways in North America generally have numerous safeguards and strong financial
cushion on their side in being able to weather the
sizable ripple effect of the pandemic. According to
Fitch Ratings, The Port of Los Angeles is among the
most resilient entrepots in the nation.
However, this does not mean the port will be a
complacent observer of the current medical emergency while it still rages across the continent. Proof
of that was made clear recently when it teamed with
Logistics Victory Los Angeles (LoVLA) and CMA
CGM Group to donate 75,000 respiratory facemasks
to the United Farm Workers of America (UFW).
Through supply chain optimization, city purchasing
and shipper donations, LoVLA facilitates a clear path
for medical service providers on the front lines of the
COVID-19 crisis to access essential supplies, such as
isolation gowns, gloves, N95 respirators, face shields,
thermometers and other medical goods.
By coming to the aid of a union representing farm
workers, it’s actively advocating for the health and safety
of all UFW members who continue to toil outdoors
during the pandemic and amid the horrific environmental conditions left in the wake of West Coast fires.
Meanwhile, CMA CGM Group has leveraged its
unique expertise and global logistics network to contribute to UFW safety while building bridges to support
other communities throughout the world in the fight
against the COVID-19 pandemic. CEVA Logistics’ Los
Angeles operations facility was involved in the coordination of the air charters for this special delivery.
It should be noted that CMA CGM has accomplished goals such as the expedited movement of
entire medical production lines from Asia to North
America, test-kit and ventilator air and ground
transportation throughout the United States.
Gene Seroka, executive director of the Port of
Los Angeles observes that reaching out and assisting
the UFW is directly aligned with his mission to help
keep workers stay safe and assist in the re-emergence of the state and nation’s economy.
Indeed, this comes at a time when The Port of
Los Angeles is focused on bringing more agricultural
exports to overseas markets. Shippers of Soybeans
and grains have been among the port’s top clients
for the past few years. And along with other Pacific
Rim gateways, exports fruit and vegetables from California’s Central Valley and alfalfa from the Imperial
LOGISTICSMGMT.COM

Valley to a number of global markets.
North America’s leading ocean cargo gateway facilitated
$276 billion in trade during 2019 and has remained fully
operational throughout the COVID-19 crisis. Furthermore, it shows no sign of letting up.
Finally, it should be noted that Seroka would again be
among the keynote speakers featured in the 2020 USC
Marshall Global Supply Chain Excellence Summit when it
convenes for its eighth annual iteration October 13-14.
According to organizers, shippers may expect the
same high quality of content in this virtual event as
was provided in past “live” meetings. Again, too, there
will a highly-focused discussion of humanitarian logistics, which relies on all ports for distribution of urgent
medical services and supplies. These include the FFP2
respirator masks (the European equivalent to N95)
now being shipped to farmworkers.
We say cheers to that, and Godspeed. •
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B. Legitimate paid and/or requested distribution (by mail or outside the mail)
1. Outside County paid/requested mail subscriptions stated on PS Form 3541
2. In-County paid/requested mail subscriptions stated on PS Form 3541
3. Sales through dealers and carriers, street vendors, counter sales and
other paid or requested distribution outside USPS
4. Requested copies distributed by other mail classes through the USPS
C. Total paid and/or requested circulation (sum of 15B (1), (2), (3) and (4))
D. Nonrequested distribution (by mail and outside the mail)
1. Outside County nonrequested copies stated on PS Form 3541
2. In-County nonrequested copies stated on PS Form 3541
3. Nonrequested copies distributed through the USPS by other classes of mail
4. Nonrequested copies distributed outside the mail
E. Total nonrequested distribution (sum of 15D (1), (2), (3) and (4))
F. Total distribution (sum of 15C and 15E)
G. Copies not distributed
H. Total (sum of 15F and 15G)
I. Percent paid and/or requested circulation (15C divided by 15F times 100)
16. Electronic Copy Circulation

Actual No. Copies
of Single Issue
Nearest Filing Date

47,293

47,213

45,572
None

45,553
None

8
None
45,580

4
None
45,557

1,304
None
None
267
1,571
47,151
142
47,293
96.70%

1,340
None
None
107
1,447
47,004
209
47,213
96.90%

Average No. Digital Copies
Each Issue During
Preceding 12 Months

No. Copies of Single
Issue Published
Nearest to Filing Date

A. Requested and Paid Electronic Copies
24,500
B. Total requested and paid print copies (line 15C) + requested/paid
electronic copies (line 16A)
70,080
C. Total copy distribution (line 15F) + requested/paid electronics copies (line 16A)
71,651
D. Percent paid and/or requested circulation (both print & electronics copies)
(16B divided by 16C x 100)
97.80%
(YES) I Certify tht 50% of all my distributed copies (Electronic & Print) are legitimate requests.

24,500
70,057
71,504
98.00%

17. Publication of Statement of Ownership: Publication required and will be printed in the October 2020 issue of this publication.
18. I certify that all information furnished on this form is true and complete. I understand that anyone who furnishes false or misleading information on this form or who omits material or information requested on the form may be subject to criminal sanctions
(including ﬁ nes and imprisonment) and/or civil sanctions (including civil penalties).
Michelle Loureiro (signed), Senior Audience Marketing Manager, 9/30/20
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